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I take first
" the Battle of Argoed Llwyfein ", p. 60.

This is, according to Nash, "the poem, which of the

whole series bears the most apparentlj genuine historical

character
"

;
his attempt to prove an anachronism in ithas

been dealt with above, pp. 20-1
;

it rests on 'ùi^ supposition

that hyhei Tíymwyawc
' would be tortured

' means ' said he

would be tortured '. It is some excuse for Nash that

Stephens had fallen into the error, Lit. Kym., p. 267,

following" Lewis Morris
;
but Carnhuanawc, Hanes, p. 280,

sees as clearlyas Sharon Turner (see above, p. 21) that the

words form part of Owein's speech. There is no " said
"

in the text, nor anything else to suggest that the poet

reg'arded Ceneu ap Coel as being- present. So far from

prejudicing the authenticity of the poem, ithe words have

exactly the opposite effect : Owein in^olcing- the example
of his ancestor is a detail which a late forg-er would hardly

have thought of . As to Fflamòwyn
' the flamebearer ',

Lewis Morris says that he "
is supposed to be Ida, líing

of Northumberland ", Stephens, loc. cit. Turner makes

the same statement, Vind., p. 247. Carnhuanawc, Hanes,

p. 276, and Stephens, l.c, accept the identification
;
but

Skene identifies him with Deodric, son of Ida, on the

ground that the " Saxon Genealogies
"

expressly states

that Urien "with his sons
"

foug-ht against Deodric
;
he

even suggests that the chronicler might have had this

poem in mind, F.A.B., i, 232, Stephens, after 1853,
" had independently come to the same conclusion ", Y
Gododin, 1888, p. 67, fn.

The following tag is added to the poem in the manu-

script, as to six of the other poems to Uryen :

Ac yny vallwyf(y) hen,

Ym (lyg(y)n awgheu a?ighen,

Ny bybif ymb(y)zrwen
Na molwyf Uryen. 60*L^ö.
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' And until I perish in old age
In my death's sore need,

I shall not be happy
If I praise not Uryen '.

The other occurrences are -571], 58-10, 59-4, 60-5, 6214, 65-22.

The only variations in the text are in the scribe's own afBxed pronoun
after i'rt //«•?// (which he omits in 58, 59. and writes i in 605 and 65),

and in the spelHng aiid division of ym^iruen. A more defective copy
of the lines is seen tacked on to " Anrec Uryen

"
in the White Book

and Red Book
;
the reading is identical in the two manuscripts : I

quote the lines from the White Book as printed in Y Cymmrodor
vii, p. 126:

Ny dalywyf yn hen

Ym dygyn anghen

ony molwyf .i. vrien : Amen.

The initial v of valbcyf represents the radical b in our scribe's

copy, and the W.B. scribe's d must be an error for b (the two letters

being somewhat similar in some old hands), for we can hardly sup-

pose that our scribe repeated the same error seven times. The
word seems to come from an obsolete verb ballu ' to perish', of which

a compouud aballu (from *ad-ball-) has survived, e.g , yn aballu rac

newyn R. B. Bruts 197 'perishing from huuger'; cf. Irish atbail
'

perishes', atballat 'they perish'.

Although the W.B. scribe has yn hen, it is possible that at a very

early period the adjective might stand in apposition to the subject
of the verb witliout yn, as it may be the complement of a verb

without it, as in gan aethayit (jolluhyon 571,
' since they had become

weary', see above p. 19, and below p. 161.

ym^irwen. The scribe first copied this yn diricen 57"12
; elsewhere

ym^iricen, with the yjnclearly joiiied in 59'5 and 6215, and apparently

separated eJsewhere; -hyr- only appears on this page, 60 626. On
the whole 'in my happiness

'

is less likely than 'happy'; and

ymSirweyi is probablyan adjective, Iike yjnSifad, hut with the intensive

dir instead of the negative di. This implies that tlie base yuên is

adjectival ; the root niay be *ucìi-
' to Iike, to desire

',
cf. the Sanskrit

adjective vanú-s 'eager, Ioving'; this is not the root of yictm 'smile',

which the Irish gen
'

laugh' shows to be from *g"hen- or *ghuen-.

Na in the last line is a very questionabIe use of the word, and

makes the line short. We can therefore confidentlj' supply the

correct reading from the W^.B.: ony.

It is quite possible that this tag might bave beenappended to one

or more of the songs to Urien
;
but it probably has no place at the

end of "Gweith Argoet Llwyfein".
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GWEITH ARGOET LLWYFEIN.

CANU URYEN.

1 (E) Bore duw Sadwrn kat vawr a vu

O'r pan bwyre heul hyt pan gynnu.

Dygrysswys Flambwyn yn petwar llu,

Gobeu a Reget ÿ ymbullu.
5 Dyv(wy)2í o Argoet hyt Arvynyò :

Ny cheíFynt eiryos hyt yr un dyb.

Atorelwis Flambwyn vawr trebystawt,
" A bobynt y?zg wgwystlon, a ynt parawt ?

"

Ys attebwys Owein, dwyrein flbssawt,

10 "
Ny(t) bobynt, nyt ydynt, nyt ynt parawt ;

A Cheneu vab Coel, bybei kymwyawc
Lew, kyn as talei o wyst(y)I nebawt."

Atorelwis Vryen, Ub Yrechwyb,
" O byb ymgyfarvot am gerenhyb,

15 Dyrchafwn eidoeb obucli mynyb,
Ac amporthwn wyneb obuch emyl,
A dyrchafwn peleid(y)r obuch pen gwr,
A chyrchwn Fflambwyn yn ÿ liiyb,

A llabwn ac ef ae gyweithyb."
20 A rac (gweitli Arg) Coet Llwyfein

Bu Ilawer celein,

Rubei vrein rac (ryfel) gwaet gwj'r.

A gwerin a grysswys, (g)cân ei(n)/iewyb
24 (Arinaf y) Amliaws (?) blwybyn nât wy kynnyb.

THE BATTLE OF ARGOET LLWYFEIN.

SONG OF URYEN.

1 In the morning of Saturday there was a great battle

From when the sun rose till when it set.

Fflambwyn marched in four hosts

To wage war against Gobeu and Rheged.
5 He came from Argoed to Arfynyb :

They were not sufl'ered to remain for that one day.

Fflambwyn of great bluster exclaimed,
" Would they give hostages, are they ready ?

"

Hini answered Owein, eager for the fray,

10 "
They would not give [hostages], they are not ready ;

And Ceneu, son of Coel, would have suffered torture

Stoutly, ere he would cede anyone as hostage."
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Uryen, Lord of Yrechwyb, esclaimed,
" If it must be an encounter for kith anrl kin,

15 Let us raise [our] lines above the mountain,

And let us hold up [our] faces above the edge,

And let us raise [our] spears above [his] men's heads,

And let us attack Fflambwyn in his hosts,

And let us kill both him and his company."

20 And before Llwyfein Wood
There was many a corpse ;

Ravens were red with the blood of men.

And the men who charged
—the minstrel shall sing

24 For many (?) a year the song of their victory.

NOTES ON " GWEITH ArGOET LlWYFEIN ".

Many translations of this poem have appeared. Lewis Morris*'s

version, written in 1763, was printed in Myv., i, 54 (248). Turner

gives a version in his Vind., p. 248; he acknowledges his indebtedness

to Mr. Owen [Piighe] for assistanne in his translations, p. 247 fn.

Carnhuanawc gives a Welsh paraphrase in his Hanes, p. 280. Later

versions are by Stephens, Lit., p. 266, F God., p. 67; Nash, Taliesin,

p. 100; Robert Williams, F.A.B., i, 365.

Metre.—The metre is that which is called
"
cyhydedd naw ban ",

(Dosp. Ed., p. xxxi) ; the normal length of the line is nine syllables ;

but in old examples an extra syllable very often occurs; in this poem
there are 13 lines of nine, and 8 of ten syllables, assuming the emen-

dation in 11. 8 and 10 suggested below. At line 20 there is a change

in the metre, marking the end of üryen's speech, and introducing

the concluding verses. The metre is 5, 5, 6, the two fives rhyming,

and the rhyme carried on in the third syllable of the six (i.e. wein).

This unit of metre is the last part of "
clogyrnach

"
(see prosody

books, e.g. Dosp. Ed. ib.), and is of the same length as, and in fact is

a mere variant of " toddaid byr", the couplet of 10, 6, which fornis

the fìrst component part of an ordinary englyn. It is certainly one

of the very earliest forms of verse in Welsh.

•The system of rhymes is obvious. Note that -aivc, 1. 11, rhymes
with -awt; and -yl, I. 16, and yr, II. 17, 22, rhyme with -?/S. The last

syllable of the "toddaid byr" rhymes with the ends of the verses

that precede and follow it.

Title.—See note on 1. 20.

Liue 1.— E, tliat is, the article Y, should certainly be omitted,

especially as Bore has a dependent genitive. The article does not

occur iu the piece except in line 6, where it means 'that'. The

systematic omission of the article is a good sign of antiquity. It is
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of coiirse absohitely wrong to mutate the B of Bore, as Dr. Evans

does, II, 88; in Medieval Welsh no word is miitated at the head of a

senteiice except prochtics, siich as^T/, dy (radical my, ty).

Line 2.—Both verbs are in the present tense
;
the -u of gynnu is

not an ending, but part of the stem. With cynnu
' sets ', cí. Pan

dyyynnu nos 2riO ' when night falls
', hid{y)l meu yt gynnu, F.A.B., ii,

282, 'copiously my (flood of tears) falls '.

Line 5.—The scribe seems to have read the u of his copy as w, and

added the y.

Line6.— If arhos ' to stay' is from *ari-soss- (see my Gram., 343),

eiryos is a possible variant of it, since is or es before a vowel niight

become consonantal i, which would affect the a to ei.

Line 8.—I take dodynt to be doSynt (cf. rho-8ynt) or dodynt from

dodaf {Tpossihly for doSaf) '1 give' (as well as 'I pvit'), Gr. 332, rather

than doSynt
'

they have come '

(for doethynt), as I suppose this to be

a comparatively late analogical formation, the old perfect being

dy-vuant (cf. dyv\\ above). The phrase yg girystlon, would be in Old

Welsh in guuistlon, which can also be transliterated yn wystlon ;
but

there is no absolute line of demarcation between the two construc-

tions—we have ynihell and yn bell, etc. The literal meaning seems to

be 'would they give [men] as hostages?' It is, however, more

likely that the original phrase was simply a dodint gimistlon
' would they give hostages ?

' which gives a line of normal length.

Line 9.—dwyrein 'rising' may be an adjective as well as a noun,

e.g., haul ddwyrain 'rising sun
',
D.G. 16,65; cf. cyu-rain 'skilful';

the phrase seems to be a compound (like haeS-watcd '

deserving of

praise
' D.G. 413, or erlid-lanw ' hunted by the flood

' D.G. 195) mean-

ing 'rising for battle'. I have given a free rendering.

Line 10.—It is diíBcult to believe that this line was not originally

the exact covinterpart of the challenge, viz. :

Ny bobynt (yng wg)wystlon, nyt ynt parawt.

It does not seem possible that nyt ydynt can be an old construction
;

but it is not easy to account for its appearance here. The nyt may
quite well be a mis-copy of the ing of inguuistlon, as t and g are liable

to confusion in Insular script ;
and the rest of the phrase may have

been indistinct in the copy.

Line 12.—I take lew to be a mutation of gleiu not of lleìc.

Line 14.—amgerenhyh; qnery a gerenhyS 'O kinsmen', or inicer . .

'my kinsmen'.

Line 15.—There seems to be no fonndation for the supposition
that eidoeS means 'banners'. It represents a British stem *ati-,

which may well be from the root *j)etè-, like Welsh edeu ' thread
',
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English/ffíÄoî??, German i^í? 'thread.string', Gothic/oMrt 'hedge'.

The singular niight be eidyn, and Caer Eidyn at the end of the

Northem Wall, see above p. 81, niay be ' the fort of the line, hedge,
or wall '.

Line 20.—gweith Ar- seems to be a gloss or scribal insertion

from the title. I have therefore read A rac Coet Lhiyfein 'and

before Llwyfein Wood
', taking rac in its literal and original

sense. The line might be a syllable long, so that we niight read

A rac gioeith coet LL,
' and from the battle of Ll. wood', or A rac

Argoet Llicyfein 'and before A. Ll.,' which might be regularized in

metre by omitting the A ' and' ; but none of these possibilities is as

lilîely as the natural and simple reading suggested, especially as

rac Coet means the same as yn Argoet.
Line "22.—The line shoiild be six syllables, and an extra syllable

is improbable in a line of six syllables divided into two threes. The

long word seems to be ryvel: and the abstract 'war '

or 'warring' is

obviously much less likely to have been used by the bard than the

concrete 'blood'. We may therefore confidently assume that the

oi'iginal word was either gicaet (old yoit or giioit) or creu (old croú) ;

I choose giraet because of its alliteration with gwr. How either

word could have been mistaken for ryrel is not quiteclear; but if

gnoit were misread gueit{h), the scribe might substitute the un-

ambiguous ryvel for it (gìceith
' battle ; work

'

; 7-yvel
' war ').

Line 23.—gwerin means the 'crew' of a ship, the 'rank and file'

of an army ; here it is obviously the ìuen ("the men were splendid ").

The translators have taken it in the distinctively modern sense of
' common people '.

The initial of gan as well as of cân would be c in Old Welsh, so

that the ^y
is in any case the scribe's own spelling; the sense seems

to require eí. This implies that girerin a gryKSii-ys is noniinative

absolute, followed by a new sentence beginning with the verb cân

with its radical initial, which is exactly what happens in the Gododdin

line Gicyr a gryssyassant, buant gytneit, B.A.. 9'3, cf. 1. 10. and 2"2l!

eineuyS for eilieuyS
' minstrel '

is a mistake made often by the

scribe. It shows that / was short in his copy ;
and makes it fairly

certain that his copy for this poem was in the same hand as that

from which he copied
" Gweith Gwen Ystrad ", which was in Insular

script, as seen below.

Line 24.—Arinaf y is obviously a corrupt reading ;
hut emendation

can only be conjectural. The y is the scribe's own affixed pronoun,
cf. above, p. 142, fn. 2, and p. 15511. 6-7. The suggested emendation

assumes the reading of li as n, as in the preceding line, and the

common error of taking m for /7". The error of reading us as m
(transliterated/), is that which we meet with in 1. 21 of the next
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poem, where uis was read im, the down-stroke of the s being taken

for the last stroke of the m. Cf. lliaics blynedd, Myv. 275 b 43, and

Uiaws awr ib. 142 b. 3. I have not found an old example of the com-

pound amliaws, but it is a very probable one, as shown by amnifer,

and the frequency of lliaìüs in these poems. For amnifer see Myv.

151a, amniverioch 167 b 59, amnivereit B.T. 14. Am liaws as two

words cannot be assumed, for this use of the preposition am does

not seem to be old. But the meaning is made fairly certain by the

rest of the line.

All the translators, from Lewis Morris to Dr. Evans, have gone

hopelessly wrong over the last two lines because they failed to

understand the last three words
; they took nat '

song
'

to be the

conjunction nat ' that not
',
and understood kynny8 in its modern

sense of 'increase, prosper(ity) '. Carnhuanawc alone is candid

enough to admit that he does not understand this line. Dr. Evans

renders it,
" but I prophesy that, for a year, they will not prosper ",

which is no better and no worse than the others. It is to Carn-

huanawc's credit that he saw that the poem could not end in such

bathos. Nät is 'song', see above p. 141
; wy is a medieval form of

yw, modern iiü,
' to their', see my Gram., pp. xxvii, 277; JcynnyS

'

victory', cf. ar hinit (i.e., ar yynny^) B.B. 51-13, 'victorious, in the

ascendant' ; ky7iy8îvys W. B. Mab., col. 37,
' he conquered, annexed';

hynySu, R. B. Bruts 254-5,
' to conquer'; kynySasant ib. 112-18,

'conquered'. Hence nât wy kynny8 'a (or the) song to their victory'.

The poem that naturally comes next for consideration

is "the Battle o£ Gwen Ystrat ", pp. 56-7. Stephens

takes Gwen Ystrad to be Winsterdale (iiear Windermere),

which seems rather far west for the men of Catraeth to

be fìghting Angles, whom he assumes to be the enemy

in the poem. Skene identifies it with the valley of

the Gala Water, F.A.B., ii, p. 412, because he sees in

Garanwynion the name of the scene of Arthur's eighth

battle {;in
Gastello Guinnion), which he believes to have

been fought in Wedale i, 55, and because Gala seems to

be mentioned in Galystem. Stephens takes the latter to

be a reference to a previous battle, Y Gododin, p. 73 ;
and

this seems to be rig-ht, for the desci-iption of this battle

ends naturally with the surrender of the enemy, 1. 22. It

seems safer to look for Gwen Strat nearer Catraeth, and
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I suggest that it is Wensleydale, formerly called "Weiitse-

dale (Camden, 1594, p. 562). The poem describes an

irruption of Picts (with allies, Scots and Angles?) who,

coming probably from Galloway and entering the valley

from the west, held it until they were routed by Urien.

GWEITH GWEN YSTRAT.

1 Arwyre gwr Catraeth gan byb
Am wledic gweithvubic gwarthegyb.

Uryen hwn a(n)?- wawt ei(n)/?e(u)2i'yb ;

Kyfeb(eily) teyrneb ae gofy(n)S;
5 Ryfelgar rwy(sc) enwir rwyf bedyb.

Gwr Pryd(ei)î/n a (dwythein) gyrchyn (?) yn llüyb

Gwen (Y)strad, (y)stad(y)«l kat kyvygyb.

Ny (n);"obes na maës na choedyb

(tut) Achles bý ormes pan byvyb.

10 Mal tonnawr tost eu gawr dros elvyb

Gweleis w}'r gwychyr yn llüyb ;

A gwedy boregat briwgic.

Gweleis (i) twr(w)f teii'íBn trawghedic,

Gwaeb gohoyw gofaran gochlyw(3al)t7 ;

15 Yn amwyn Gwen (Y)strat y gwelit

Gofur (hag) a gw^'r llawr Ilubedic.

Yn drws ryt gweleis(y) wj'r Iletrubyon,

Eir(y)f biUwMg (y) rac blawr go(f)redon ;

Unynt tanc gan aethant gollubyon,

20 Llaw }'«g croes (gryt) ywgro G(.a)ranwynyon ;

Kyfe(d)?avynt (y) gynrein kywy(md)*-í/on
—

Gwanecawr gol(Iy)chynt rawn eu kaífon.

Gweleis (i) wr gospeithic gospylat,

A gwyar a vaglei ar billat,

25 A dullyaw diaflym dwys wrth kat ;

Kat gwortho, (n);-y bu ffo pan pwyllat(t),

Glyw Reget, revebaf (i) pan veibat.

Gweleis (i) ran reodic am Uryen,
Pan amwyth ae alon yn Llech (w)F(?/en. (Galystem)

t(oeb llafyn yn aessawr gwyr)

30 Y'^ wytheint fgoborthit wrth a;;ghen.

Awyb kat a b(i)yffo e Ur(owyn)j;ew.

Ac yny vallwyf, etc.

M
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THE BATTLE OF GWEN YSTRAT.

1 The men of Catraeth arise with the dawn
Aroiind their prince, victorious raider of cattle.

Uryen is he, in the minstrel's song ;

The banquet of princes is siibject to him
;

5 Warhlíe, he is named the lord of Christendom.

The men of Prydyn advanced (?) in hosts

To Gwen Ystrat, the territory (?) of the fìghter of battles.

Neither fìeld nor woods aflforded

Shelter to aggression when it came.

10 Like waves loud roaring over the land

I saw impetuous men in hosts
;

And after the morning battle, mangled flesh.

I saw the throng of three regions dead.

A rueful suUen cry was heard
;

15 Defending Gwen Ystrat were seen

A low rampart, and dejected tired men.

At the gate of the ford I saw bloodstained men

Laying down their arms before the hoary weirs.

They made peace, for they had become weary,

20 With hand on cross on the shingle of Granwynion.
The leaders named their hostages

—
The waves washed the tails of their horses.

I saw men haggard (?), ragged (?),

And the blood that stained [their] clothes,

25 And keen intense fighting in the battle
;

Battle-coverer, they took to flight when they knew :

Prince of Rheged, I marvel that he was dared.

I saw a noble band (?) about Uryen,
When he contended with his foes at Llech Velen.*

30 His spears^ were supplied at need.

May the desire of battle come to Uryen.
And until I perish, etc.

* Gloss : Galystem.
'^ Gloss : the blade would be in men's shields.

NOTBS ON " GWEITH GwEN YSTRAT ".

This and the preceding poem are the only two of which transla-

tions appear in the Myryrian. The version of this is by Evan Evans,

i, p. 52 (248). Carnhuanawc paraphrases II. 1, 2, 11-14, Hmies, p. 280.

Stephens, The Gododin, p. 73, quotes a very loose metrical version

frora Edward Jones's Musical and Poetical üelichs, 1794, p. 20. Nash's
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translation, Taliesin,^. 98, has been referred to above, p. 19. Robert

Williams's version appears in F.A.B., i, p. 343
;
and Dr. Evans's in

II, p. 159. All the versions are very inaccurate. Evan Evans omits

what he can make nothing of, and Carnhuanawc attempts only
a few lines. Dr. Evans hasnot asingle line right ;

liis version bears

almost no relation to the original.

Metre.—The metre is '•cyhydedd fer" (Z)oí!p. ^c?., pp. xxix-xxx) ;

the length of the line is eight syllables ; but, as before, an extra

syllable may be added. In the above amended text I have left nine

lines of nine in the first 22 lines
;
but as seen in the following notes

this number ought probably to be considerably reduced. After line

22 tiie metre is
"
cyhydedd naw ban

"
: this confirms the suggestion

already made that these lines do not belong to the poem. The

change of metre which we saw in the first poem is quite different

from this, for "toddaid" and "toddaid byr" have regularly been

joined to other metres,— it is indeed their function: ''cyhydedd
naw ban "

-|-
" toddaid " forms the metre "

gwawdodyn
"

;

"
cyhydedd

fer
"

-|-
" toddaid byr

" forms "
byr a thoddaid ", and "

clogyrnach ",

which is a variant of it. But a change from one length to another of

equal lines, as from "
cyhydedd fer

"
to " naw ban "

is improbable.
Tìtle.—The poem has no title in the manuscript.
Line 3.—ar loawt, see above pp. 137-8

;
the error as well as the

haff in 1. 16 shows that the poem is copied from an Old Welsh MS.

eineict/8 is the error we have already met with in the first poem
I. 23, see note, p. 1>59

;
and see next note.

Line 4,—KyfeZeily. No doubt eilieuid {i.e.eiliewt/S) did look rather

like eineuid in the old MS., so a reader inserted the correct reading
eili in the margin, probably with some mark against the letters (which
looked like ein) in the line. But our scribe copied them ein all the

same, and inserted the marginal eili (in his own spelling eily) in the

text where it happened to come
; evidently hyfe^ was the last word

in the line. On the scribe's habit of introducing marginal and other

glosses, see above pp. 140-4.

gofyn. I correct the n to S not because n and 5 cannot rhyme,
but because the n of gofyn is double {gofynn), and cannot answer the

single consonant. GofyS
'

is under
'

is the opposite of goifyS
'
is over',

i.e. 'conquers ',
etc. Owing to the shortness of long strokes in his

copy the scribe seems sometimes to have confused a straight backed

d with n
;

cf. 1. 21.

Line ò.—riry is the perfective particle ry (older ro) joined to the

infixed accusative pronoun y 'him'; substituting the modern/<? for

ro, the construction is fe'i henuir. The scribe failed to understand

it, and took it for an incomplete word. On òedyS see note on line 1

of the next poem, p. 173 below.

m2
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Line 6.—Prydein is the usual error for Prydyn. Although I have

marked the emendation of âwythein into gyrchyn conjectural, I think

it probable. A verb is required here, and yyrchyn fits exact]y. It

would be spelt circhint in Old Welsh
;

in Insular script ir is often

very like ui (as the second stroke of u was sometimes produced below

the line like the first stroke of ;), and c and t might be confused,

as in later hands
;
and we have only to assume that our scribe read

circh as tidth. He would naturally make it rhyme with Pryâein.

Line 7.— Ystrat. monosyllable, generally written strat in Old

Welsh. The word ystadyl seems to be stadal which occurs in the

Book of Aneirin, 379, where spelling and metre prove it to be a

dissyllable ;
stadal vlei8iat

' defender of a border'? cf. blei8yat

ryt, ib. 2o'10. In our text we have also ystadyl tir Penprys. 65"4.

kyvygy8 'fighter': cyvygu
' to ûght \ goi'-chyrygu

' to siírpass in

fight ', i.e.,
' to conquer ',

now ^orcÄyy^M. Dr. Evans reads kyny gy8 ;

I have only two facsimiles to go by, but I think the MS. i-eading is

kyu-. In any case u is the correot reading.
—Since theabove was put

in type Mr. Gwynn Jones has been kind enough to verify the reading
for me in the original MS. He writes,

'' I believe the letter is u,

though it is very easy to taTíe it for n ".

Line 8.—Perhaps the first na should be omitted.

Line 9.— tut faint, as if obliterated early
—but we look in vain for

the desired palaeographical notes in Dr. Evans's book. It begins the

line and seems to be a Iine-division error, consisting of an incorrect

repetition of the tid, which formed the last syllable of choedy8 in the

copy.

8, the Old Welsh di half transliterated
;

so in 464, see above,

p. 134. The medieval form \s y 'to'.

dyvy8, present. The present after joorn in a past sense survives in

Medieval Welsh : a phan 8aw nit oe8 . . . 'and when he came there

was not . . .

'

W.B.M., c. 74.

Line 10.—Probably eu should be omitted.

Line 11.—givychyr (though spelt ^mcAr in the Ox. alphabet, if it is

the same word), is a dissyllable guichir as a gloss on effrenus in the

Juv. Cod. So in Medieval Welsh : Eryr gwychyr gwtith Yeigen

(7 syll.), Myv. 205b.

Line 13.—tivr(iv)f is common in these poems for the modern torf

'throng, host', see above, p. 142, and below "
Yng NgoríFowys", I. 17.

On the present line (56'23) Dr. Evans has the sapient note,
" Gweleis

t?OTíi;f = Isaw thunder! Read : torov = torv ", mistaking, as usual,

the old twrufîor the modern ticrw, 'noise, thunder'.

Line 14.—gohoyw, cf. 2015; govaran,
'

wrathful', B.A. 815;

gochlyioit should perhaps be clywit, reducing the line to 8 syll.
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Lines 15 and 16.—See pp. 132-3 above. The meaning of llaior as

an acijective is elusive is some passages ;
but it seems in some cases

to denote 'cast down '

; e.g.,
" There was no contention in which a

host was not //«?«;?• to him," B.A. 11 8. Cf. portheis i laicrweS, ìi.T.

19'15, by the side oî porthi heint a hoed, B.B. SrS.

Line 18.—yofedon. The scribe seems to have read r as « and

transcribed it/.

Line 19.—See above, p. 19.

Line 20.—Perhaps gryt represents the original word, ? an oblique
case cric {cryy) of croc ' cross

',
on which croes was a gloss.

G(a)ranivynyon. This seems to be the name of a ford or place on

the river. Tliere is a reference tothis description of the enemy being

brought to bay at Granwynion in the ninth century poem
" Armes

Prydein
"

: Blaen with vôn Granwynyon hyryng oe^yn, B.T. 14'23,
' Front against back [i.e , closely packed] at Granwynyon hard-pressed
were they '. Granioyn also occurs in 432.

Line 21.—Kyfedwynt. See note on gofyn in line 4.

kywym don. I have no doubt this is an error for Jcywystlon, &s tl

is (Uke cl) very frequently mistaken for a straight-backed d, and

vice versa. The word Icywystlon would be written in Old Welsh

ciguuistlon, the s being like the familiar continental r but with its

stroke brought down a little below the line. The scribe copied cigu

as Jcyw, as usual; the iiis, which had the form mp, he read as im (the

tag of the s being merged in the top stroke of the following t), and
wrote them ym ;

he read tlon as don. He evidently had no idea

what the line meant. (For cigu- cf. cigueren B.A. 38"1, ciyuercint

3821. It might have been cou-, cf. coueidid. F.A.B. ii, 2. But the

vowel of the syllable was ui, not i, so that there were two us in any

case.)

Line 22.—Gwanecawr, pl. of gwanec
' wave '

;
the pl. givenyc would

give a line of right length.

goUychynt. The scribe seems to have hesitated between golchynt
and gwlychynt, but yolchi is the verb used of waves. In Old Welsh

we find (rarely) a silent i medially between spirants, as centhiliat for

centhliat; and as / before ch may be voioeless, the original may have

had guollichint for golchynt.

rairn 'horsehair', specifically
" the hair of a horse's tail ", P\ighe.

kaffon
* horses

'

for ^cafon froni caboncs pl. of cabù (which occurs as

a Latin gloss, see Walde s.v.cahallus)oì which caballos is adiminutive.

The latter gives Welsh cafall. The change oî f io ff in caffon and

the moderii cpffyl is obscure. Tyllei garn gaffon B.A. 2(v21.

As with the concluding lines of the previous poem, none of the

translators has come anywhere near understanding tliese two lines.
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Evan Evans and Carnhuanawc omit them. The renderings of the

others are :

"They are a feast for the worms rising oiit of the earth.

The pale birds of prey are wet with grasping the gore."
—Nash.

" The tribes revel over the rising wave.

The billows protect the hair of their captures."— R. Williams.

"
(Owein's) chieftains know the triumphant note ;

as

it is poured forth, they hide the tumult in their hearts."

—Dr. Evans.

The average number of worHs correctly rendered is one. Nash has

none, for even ' are wet '

is not right for 'made wet'. R. Wilhams

has ' biUows' and ' hair ', and Dr. Evans has 'chieftains '.

Line 23.—I have already referred twice to the break here. The

metre changes from 8/9 to 9/10. The initial G of this line is much

larger in the manuscript than ordinary gothic initials in the middle

of the line
;
and Dr. Evans represents the diíFerence graphically in

his diplomatic reproduction. I believe lines 23-27 and 28-31 are

fragments of another poem or poems— snatches remembered by the

minstrel who recited them to the Old Welsh writer. The large

initial G and the gothic G of line 28 suggest that these lines formed

two paragraphs in the original MS., marked ofif from the preceding

lines and in a lesser degree from each other.

gospeithic {?) gospylat{?). The suggested renderings are mere

esses.

Line 24.—vaglei
' stained

',
from the Latin maculo 'to cover with

spots, to stain '.

Line 28.—reodic 'noble'; i-eodic rec
' noble gift', Myv., 195a 39;

pl. ryhodigyon, B.T
,

33-21 : derivative of ryhaict, 631. I have

rendered ran reodic 'noble band', but this is very doubtful. I am
inclined to think that reodic here is a misreading for Deodric, a word

which would niean nothing to the ninth century minstrel, and for

which he would be like]y to substitute a known word. ' I saw the

fate of Deodric at the hands of Uryen'(?) For am in this sense see

note on 1. 20 of "
Uryen Yrechwydd

"
below.

amìcyth. See my Gram., p. 371, iv (2). Dr. Evans's note "
amwyth

ae. Inadmissible construction" is one of his incomprehensible

utterances on points of grammar. Amìcyn is always folloAved by a;

see Gr. 371, 11. 4, ö, and his own Intr., p. xx, near bot.

Llech Wen.—The rhyme is -en (single n) and wen is in fuU irenn ;

the rhyming of single with double consonants was the one thing

that was not done. I take Wen to be an error for Yelen. Llech

Velen is 'yellow stone', and it seems clear that Galystem is a gloss on
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it, representing a corruption of the later name—Old English geolu

stán '

yellow stone '. Was the battle at Galston, when Urien was

fighting in Aeron (Ayr) ?

Line 80.—nytheint, 'blades'? The line En llogborth y gueleise

vitheint B.B. 72 begins an englyn which is followed by others in a

series of the kind in which the beginning is repeated with slight

variations : in the other englynion uytheint is replaced by ciminad

'felling' or 'cntting down', gottoev 'spear', aiuev 'arms'. In B.T.

20'18 19 guytheint seems to be echoed by llafnawr
' blades

',
1. 24. In

36'13 the a after it seems an error. The glossator seems to have

understood it as 'blades'; the gloss explains why they had to be

supplied. The line ends at llaf
|

and the oraission of the second yn
seems to be a line-division error.

Line 31.—The curious error Urouyn (with the o under-dotted) is

repeated in a slightly different form in the Urincyìi of 62'14. The

Old Welsh spelling of the name is Urhgen, see î' Cymmrodor, ix,

p. 173. The o in the scribe's first mistake is clearly a misreading of

6 in a flat-topped hand. The u in the second mistake is his usual

transliteration of medial b as v. In the old script e was tall like the

/ of moderu writing ;
before n it was sometimes (verj' rarely) turned

back below the Iine(instead of forward on the line), thus, J^ ;
see two

examples in Professor Lindsay's Plate xiii, acccntis line 3, accidentis,

line 9. There is a peculiar broken form of it in nomen in the last line

of the specimen on p. 136 above. It seems that our scribe toük this

rare and peculiar e for the contraction for ui (cf. Skene F.A.B., ii,

p. 2, last line), which had the form iP made up of a y with the second

stroke carried up and an i hanging from its end. He regularly

transliterates gui as ivy. Of coiu'se where Urbgen was written

in the ordinary way, he regularly transliterates it Uryen. (The

spelling urbgen represents the pronunciation urryeìì, where y= English

y ;
but the v had vanished in the pronunciation before the twelfth

century.) I am indebted to Professor Lindsay for the form of the

contraction for ui. It is, as Skene calls it, an Iiisli contraction ; but
" in abbreviation the Welsh and Irish systems are practically identi-

cal ", Early Welsh Script, p. 40.

In the above translations, as "vvell as in those that

follow, I have aimed at literalness rather than eíîect, in

order thatthe reader niay the niore easilj and fully under-

stand the original, in wiiich alone it is possible to study

the wording and appreciatethe forni. The definite article

is not used in either of the poems except once as a deuion-
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strative
;
I do not wish to lay too rnuch stress upon this,

for it is a feature of the language of the oldest poetry
that persisted, aud was imitated in the twelfth century.
The yocabulary is purely British and Latin

;
it does not

contain one word borrowed from Irish or English, not to

mention French. No doubt later forms have in some

cases been substituted for earlier ones, but it bas not been

done to the extent of seriously affecting the metre. The

chief difficulty of the poems (apart from the unintelligence

of copyists) lies in the number of old words which they
contain—not in the style, wliich is perfectly simple, and

quite unlike the involved and laboured diction cultivated

by the twelfth century bards. It is not only simple but

reticent in a higli degree. The effect is gained as much

by what is left unsaid as by what is said. In " Gweith

Argoet Llwyfein
" we see the blustei'ing Fflamddwyn ;

we
hear his moching challenge ;

Owein's defìance; Urien's

speech to his men, unfolding the plan of attack ; of the

battle itself, nothing ; we infer from the speech what took

place, and are told only the result. The pause is marked

by a change of metre
; we drop suddenly from the high-

pitched flowingmovement of the speech tothe low staccato

of the " toddaid byr
"

;
then for the final note of triumph

the original rhythm is for a moment resumed. In

"Gweith Gwen Ystrat " we have glimpses of the battle at

different stages, so vivid that the mind instinctively fills

in the details. The invaders come in hosts like waves

rolling over the land
;
in the morning battle they are cut

up ;
tlie remnant defend the valley ; weary, they lay down

their arms—the hoary weirs behind them
; they make

peace, hand on cross
; they name their hostages ;

the

waves wash the tails of their horses. That picture is

drawn from nature
;

it is the work of a man who painted

what he had seen. It is drawn with clear eye and
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imerring hand
;

it bears the impress of actuality. The

manuscript evidence takes it back to the ninth century.

Are we to stop there ? Is this the picture of a ninth

century battle drawn by an unknown artist who changed
the proper names and fathered his work on Taliesin ? It

seems to require a sturdier faith to believe this than to

accept the tradition.

Reference has been made above, p. 85, to Cynddelw's
allusion to " Gweith Argoet Llwyfein" in his elegy on

Owein Gwynedd. The passage is as follows :
—

Ywgwrfoes yngorfaes kyf(y)rgein ;

Y?îgorva\vr gwryawr goradein ;

Ywgwryal ywgwryd Ywein

Ywgorun aergun argyfrein'
Yn aergad yn A(e)rgoed LIwyvein ;

Ym penn dreic dremynt oet kelein.

—Wms. MS. 36a, Myv. 152a.

'ln manliness in the field [he was] superb;
In a mighty onrush [he was] swift;

In attack [he foughtj with the valour of Owein
In the tumult of the war-lord's doom
In the battle in Argoed Llwyfein;
In the dragon's head the glance was death [lit. corpse].'

That is the twelfth century style, in Avhich resounding
words are piled up with a minimum of connectives, and

lucidity is the last thing thought of. If my rendering of

the fourth line is correct Cynddelw believed that the
' war-lord

' was killed in the battle
;
we havethe testimony

of " Marwnad Owein ", given below, that Owein killed

Fflambwyn, but neither of the Taliesin poems states that

^ In the MS. an e is inserted above the line in a later hand after

a- in this word. It is, however, probable that argyfrein is the correct

reading : it is a fairly common word, and is usually taken to niean

'obsequies'; but in .'iuch a line as Kyn n<>e. aryyvrein e uaet e laur

B.A., 'l'ÌO,
' before his a. his blood was shed

'

it is used, as I take it

to be above, in a more general sense as 'death'. The Old Welsh
arciòrenou (= argytreinou) is a gloss on "

sepulti ".
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he was killed at Argoed Llwjfein ;
it was, however,

natural to assume that his defeat at Argoed in one poem
and his death at the hands of Owein in the other referred

to the same event, and there may have been a tradition to

that efFect. Tliere can be no doubt that the " Ywein "
of

the above passage is Owein ap Urjen, or that "the battle

in Argoed Llwyfein
"

is the battle commemorated in our

poem. But when Cynddelw, in the earlier eulogy of

Owein Gwynedd, spealcs of a battle which he himself had

seen,
" above the Caer, above the wood of Llwyfein

"
:

Gweleis aer uch caer uch coed Llwyfein, Myv. ]50a,

and in which, he goes on to say, Owein Gwynedd and his

men distinguished themselves, it is obvious that he cannot

possibly be referring to our " battle of Argoed Llwyfein".
As stated above, p. 71, there was, no doubt, a Llwyfein in

Flintshire
; and Dr. Evans may be right in supposing,

p. xxi, that Cynddelw is speaking here of the battle in

which Owein Gwynedd defeated Henry II near Coleshill

in 1157 (Lloyd, 497). His mistake consists in the not

unnatural supposition that the two Llwyfeins are one and

the same; this error of rolliug twoplaces into one became

the starting point of the new geography and the eponym
theory; it brought Taliesin into the twelfth ceritur}', and

made Owein Gwynedd his hero. But Llwyfein, as we

have seen, was a pretty common place-name ;
and as the

word means ' elms '

it must have denoted a ' wood '

wherever it is found
;

there is therefore no conceivable

reason why there should not be a coed Llwyfein in

riintshire in the twelfth century and a coed Llwyfein in

the North in the sixth. But Cynddelw has another

reference to our poem of Argoed Llwyfein, which shows

when and to Avhom he regarded Taliesin as having sung it.

A notable feature of the poem is that it does honour not

only to Uryen and liis son Owein but to their giverin or
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army. The use of tliis very word by Cjnddelw shows

that he has this poem in mind :

Ny bu warthlef kert Kynverching werin

O benn Talyessin bartrin beirtriwg.'
—Myv. 169a.

' Not inglorioiis was the song of the army of the house of Cynfarch
From the mouth of Taliesin of bardic lore, exemp]ar of bards.'

This comes from the eleg-y on Ehiryd Yleidd. According

to Cjniddelw, then, Taliesin sang-, not to the men of

Gwynedd, but to the men of Kynverching, or the house of

Cynfarch, that is, to the army of the historical Urien and

Owein, who were respectively the son and grandson of

Cynfarch ;
see the pedigree (from Harl. 3859) in Y Cym-

mrodor, ix, 173. This twelfth century referenceto Taliesin

is not mentioned by Dr. Evans, so true is his remarlc of

1909, quoted above, p. 146, about " undue neglect of what

saps
" a theory ;

" undue neglect" is, however, much too

mild a term to apply to his treatment of the evidence that

tells against him.

I come now to the simpler songs in praise of Urien :

"Uryen Yrechwydd ", 57-14 ;

"
Eng ngorffowys ", 58-13

;

and "Dadolwch Uryen ", 65*5.

URYEN YRECRWYDD.
1 Uryen Yrechwyb, haelaf dyn bedyò,

Lliaws a robyò ý òynyon elvyb ;

Mal y líynnuUyb vial yt wesceryb.
Llawen beirb bedyb tra vo dy vuchyb ;

5 Ys mwy Uewenyb gan clotvan clotryb :

Ys mwy gogonyant vot Uryen ae plant,

Ac ef (yn) arbennic, (yn) oruchel wledic,

(yn) Dinas pelleiinic, (yn) keimat kynteíc.

Lloegrwys ae gwybant pan ymadrobant:

^ Medial and finalí = 8. BarSrin is a recognised compound,
'bardic lore'; also used adjective]y as a "posf^ssive" compoinid

('possessing bardic lore ')
: but heir^rmg is a word coined for the

nonce; I take 'ittohe beir?>-^rÌ7iy, in sonie sucli sense as ' to whom the

bards aspire '.
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10 Angheu a gawssant a mynych gobyant
—

Llosci eu trefret a dwyn eu tubet

A(c eimwnc) mynych(?) collet a mawr anghyffret,

Heb gaffel gwaret rac Uryen Reget.

Reget òiffreidyat, clot iôr, awgor gwlat,

15 Vy mob yssyb arnat o pop erclywat.

Dwys dy peleidrat pan erclywat kat.

Kat pan ý kyrchy(nt)S, gwî/nyeith a wne(it)t/S,

Tân yn tei kyn dyb rac ub Yrechwyb,

Yrechwyb teccaf ae dynon haelhaf :

20 Gnawt Eingl heb waessaf am tëyrn glewhaf.

Glewhaf eissyllyb, t(yd)i goreu yssyb,

(o'r) A vu ac a vyb,
—

ny'th oes kystedlyb.

Pan dremher arnaw ys ehalaeth (y) braw.

(gnawt) Gwyleb amdanaw, am tëyrn gocnaw.
25 Amdanaw gwyleb, a (Uiaws) mawr maranheb,

Eurtëyrn Gogleb, arbenhic tëyrneb.

Ac yny vallwyf, etc.

URYEN OF YRECH'WYDD.

1 Uryen of Yrechwydd, most generous man in Christendom,
Much dost thou give to the men of the world

;

As thou gatherest, so thou scatterest.

Happy the bards of Christeudom while thy life lasts
;

6 It is greater happiness to the hero's eulogist ;

It is greater glory that Uryen and his sons live,

Since he is the chief, the lord paramount,

Stronghold of the stranger, foremost íighter.

The Lloegrians know it wben they converse :

10 Death have they suffered and many vexations—
The burning of their homes and the taking of their attire,

And many (?) a loss and much tribulation,

Without fìnding deliverance from Uryen Rheged.

Rheged's defender, famous lord, anchor of [his] country,
15 My heart is [set] on thee of all [men of] renown.

Intense is thy spear-play when [the din of] battle is heard.

To battle when thou goest, vengeance thou wreakest,

Houses on fire before dawn in the van of the lord of Yrechwydd,
The fairest Yrechwydd and its most generous men :

20 The Angles arg without security on account of the bravest prince.

Of the bríivest stock, thou art the best that is,

That has been and wiU be,
—thou hast no peer.

When men gaze on him widespread is the awe.

i
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Courtesy around him—around the glorious prince.

25 Around him courtesy and great resources,

Golden prince of the North, chief of princes.

And iintil I perish, etc.

NoTEs ON "Uryen Yrechwydd".

Nash's text was corrupt, and his translation of that {Tal. 106) is

very inaccurate. R. Williams's version appears in F.A.B., 'i, p. 344;

also inaccurate. Dr. Evans, ii, 77, corrects some of the errors of his

predecessors, and falls into other errors of his own : but he comes

nearer the meaning of the original here than in most of his efforts.

Metre.—Half-lines of lìve syllables, rhyming in pairs, and forming
lines of ten syllables. That ten syllables is the unit is shown by
'• Dadolwch Uryen" below, in which, in some cases, the arrangement
of the rhymes within the compass of the ten syilables is different.

When the lines are divided into short periods, as here, we can hardly
assume long or short lines.

Title.—The poem has no title in the MS.
Line 1.—Bedydd is not '

baptism ', but an abstract or collective

noun denoting the V)aptized as opposed to the heathen. Another

form is bedysaict from ba{p)tizâti, which became a feni. sg. noun, as in

O'r croc creulet y deuth guared i'r ledissyaud, B.B., 41, 'From the

bloody cross came salvation to Christendom '. In late literature it is

spelt bydysawd and used for 'universe' on the mistaken supposition
that it is a derivative of byd.

Line 2.—roSyS ;
the -y8 is the termination of the 2nd sg. pres. ind..

now -i; Modern Welsh rhoddi 'thou givest'. So in line 3.

Line 3.—The second half of this line is a syllable short. The

missing syllable is perhaps mal before yt to answer inal y in the first

part. In the later language theformsare val . . . veUy
' as . . . so

',

but velly is a reduction of val hyn, and the demonstrative hyn need

not have been used originally.

Line 5.—clotran
'

highly praised
' from clod 'praise' and buìi

'high'; it is often used as a noun, as in Myv., 188 b 18, 194 b 37;

hence we may render it 'hero'. clotrydd
'

freely praising', cf.

gwaiudrydd the epithet of Aneirin; hcre used as a noun 'eulogist'.

The first noun dependsonthe other in the genitive,like lieget ?/8, etc.

Line 6.—The rhyme is taken up in line 9 and contiuued in line 10.

Line 7.—This and the next line are two syllables long; the

redundant syllables are doubtless the repeated yn introducing a com-

plement, which might be omitted in the early period ;
see note on

yn hen above, p. 15.5.

arbennic is a noun, as in line 26, not an adjective qualifying

oruchel wledic.
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Line ^.—pellennic isusually anoun, 'stranger', in Medieyal Welsh,

•çA. pellennigyon, R.B.M., p. 162: and dinas peìlennic wonld hardly be

used for dinas jìe/l
' far city'. Words like stronghold, fort. wal], etc,

are frequently used figuratively for
' defender

'

in the old poetry.

Keimat is a 'fighter' (from ca??ip), not a '

companion
'

froni cam

'step '. Dr. Evans renders correctly both halves of this line.

Line 'è.—Lloegrwys
' men of Lloegr '. In Geoffrey's Brut Lloegr is

the central part of the Island (of Britain), R.B.B,, p. 60. I ani not

aware that the name has been explained ;
but it seems to denote the

territory of the Angles. In line 20 the people are called Eingl
'

Angles ', which, it need bardly be pointed out, is historically correct

for the opponents of Urien. There are no Saeson for Dr. Evans to

" demolish ".

Line 12.—Ac einunic. It seems as if the scribe of the copy had

begun to write a word Ìike eò-im {eirif), and then gone on to write

minic {mynych), which our scribe copied as mwnc. The word mynych

occurs ih line 10, but its repetition is not improbable.

Line lA.—clot, from Aryan ^lcbdóm,
' that which is heard, fame',

may also be the perf. part. pass. *khctós, and so may be an adjective.

Line 15.—The first half-line is long : the relatival form yssyS is

used as in Medieval and Medern Welsh ;
in Old Welsh the verb

would be the siniple form ys or yw.

The scribe puts a stop after ai-nat and uses a capital O in O pop

erclyicat, thus connecting it with the following lines, and therefore

understanding it to mean something like
'

By all report '. Sueh a

break in the middle of the hne is not improbable ;
but the sense it

gives here can hardly be the right one. In any case erclyimt is a

perf. part. pass. here, and in the next line a passive verb (the same

form with the verb ' to be '

understood). It may be added that

bob . . . and o bawb are commonly used after verbs of choosing,

appreciating, etc.

Line 17.—There can be no doubt that the ending of the verbs

should be that of the 2nd sg. pres. ind., to rhyme with the next line.

Line 20. —am ' on account of
',

' at the hands of
'

;
this proves the

meaning assumed in the note on 1. 28 of the last poem, p. 166.

Line 23.—The article y makes the line too long, and must be

omitted.

Line 24.—am ' around
',
as in 1. 2 of " Gweith Argoet Llwyfein

"
;

the use of the word in this sense, even with personal suffixes, is put

beyond doubt by llu nef ymdanaw, 11'9, 'the host of heaven around

Him'.

gocnaw, perhaps
'

triumphant '. Giryr a aeth OdoEin, chwerthin

ognaw, B.A. 2"13,
' Men went to Gododdin with exultant laughter',
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probably: chwerthin wanar, ib., 1. 18, does not help. Cynddelw has

wryd looíjnaio 'of trinmphant (?) valour (manliness)' Myi\ 168b
;
and

Prydydd y Moch has teyrn hedyrn caä opnaio whicli apparently means
'

prince of mighty ones yictorious in battle
",

ib. i^OSb. The word may
possibly be a form related to goyoniant, but with difl'erent vowel

gradation.

Line 25.—llîaios should probably be niawr, or some similar mono-

syllable; maior is probable because it alliterates with maranhedd, cf.

lines 4, 5, 8.

maranneS 'store, provision, supplies ',
etc.

;
see e.g. R.B.M. 12 18.

Line 26.—The second half-line is long: arbenhic may be a sub-

stitution for a dissyllable such as rieu, or unben(Dv. Evans), suggested

by such a phrase as arbenhic milwyr, W.B.M., col. 123.

FNG NGORFFOWYS.

1 Eng MgorS'owys can ry chedwys
Parch a chynnwys, (a) meb meuebwys ;

Meueòwys meb ÿ orvoleb,

A chein tireb im(i) yn ryfeb,

5 A ryfeb mawr (ac eur) ó cet ac awr,
Ac awr a chet achyfrivet,

Achyfrivyant, a robi chwant.

Chwant oe robi, yr vy llochi,

Yt lab, yt gryc, yt vac, yt vyc,
10 Yt vyc, yt vac, yt lab yn rac.

Racweb ro(thi)5yt j (veirb y) 8ynyon byt.

Byt yn geugant itt(i) yt webant

Wrth d(y) ewyllis. Duw ry'th peris

Rieu yng{ni)rys rac of(y)n dy br(i)ys.

15 Annogyat kat, difi'reidyat gwlat, *

Gwlat bift'reidyat, kat annogyat,
Gnawt amdanat twr(w)f pystylat,

Pystylat twr(w)f ac yfet cwr(w)f.

Kwr(w)f oe yfet a chein trefret

20 A chein tubet (imi) ry'm anllofet. '

Llwyfenyb vân a(c)'fÄ eirch achlân

Yn un trygan mawr a bychan.
Taliessin gân ti(di) ae diban.

Ys ti(di) goreu o'r a gigleu
25 ý wrblideu.

Molaf inheu dy weithredeu.

Ac yny vallwyf, etc.
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AT HOME.

1 In [his] home since he has given [me]
Honour and welcome, with mead has he dowered me

;

He has dowered me with the mead of his glory,

And [has given] íine lands to me in abundance,
5 And great abundance of gifts and gold,

And gold and gifts unnumbered,

Innumerable, and has given [my] desire.

'Tis to give my desire in order to gratify me
That he kills, that he hangs, that he rears, that he feeds,

10 That he feeds, that he rears, that he kills again.

He gives refection to the men of the world.

The world indeed does homage to thee

At thy will. God has made thee

Master in assault for fear of thy onslaught.

15 Inspirer in battle, defender of country,

Country's defender, battle inspirer,

Usual around thee is a host's tramping,
The tramping of a host and the drinking of beer.

Beer to drink and a fine homestead

20 And fine raiment have been bestowed on me.

The people of Llwyfenydd greet thee all

In one chorus, great and small.

The song of Taliesin entertains thee.

Thou art the best of all I have heard of

25 as to thy merits.

And I wiU praise thy works.

And until I perish, etc.

NoTES ON "Yng Ngorffowys".

Nash's translation appears in his Tal. 113
;
R. Williams's in F.A.B.

ì, p. 346
;
Dr. Evans's in II, 107. All are forthe most part hopelessly

astray.

Metre.—The metre is
"
cyhydedd fer" (see above, p. 163). In this

poem each line of eight syllables is divided into two rhyming half-

lines of four. The rhyme is in some cases carried over two or three

lines
;
but in ten consecutive lines, 5-14, the half-line rhyme is limited

to the line. An exti'a half-line is added to 1. 24
;

it would be unsafe

to assume that a half-line is missing, as the three half-lines form the

unit of the metre called "
rhupunt ", which might have been used just

before the end, like the " toddaid byr
"
in " Gweith Argoet Llwyfein

"

above.

The poem is full of what is technically called "
cymeriad

"
(* taking

I
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up '),
which is regarded by the bards as a desirable, if not necessary,

ornament of verse, the absence of which is called " tor cymeriad ".

It consists in the repetition of words or soiinds of a line in the next

line, and is obviously a convention designed to aid the memory.
Where the meaning suggests what is to follow, the sequence is called
"
cymeriad synhwyrol ", and no other "

cynieriad
"

is necessary. The

examples of ''cymeriad" in this poem are as follows:— (1) "Cymeriad
geiriol",

—a word at the end of a line repeated at the beginning of

the next; ryfe^ 11. 4-5, achyfr- 6-7, rac 10-11, byt 11-12. This
is an early form of *'

cymeriad
" which survives in later verse only

in the connexion between the englynion in a "
cadwyn

"
or " chain".

A more elaborate form of it, which is very common in the Taliesin

poems, consists in the repetition in reverse order of the words of

a half-line, as me^ meueSwys 1. 2, meue^ioys nie8 1. 3
;
the other examples

in this poem are 7-8, 9-10, 17-18, 18-19, and 15-16, in which the

whole line is repeated in inverse order. We can quite confidently
amend the corrupt second half of line 5 in conformity with this

principle of "cymeriad".— (2) "Cymeriad cynganeddol",— consonants

repeated : anlìoîet, 1. 20, hhuyîenyS, 1. 21
;

this is only recognised at

the beginning of the two lines by the late prosodists.
—

(3)
"
Cymeriad

Ilythrennol ",
—the repetition of the initial consonant of the line ;

this is the commonest form in later verse, but only one example
occurs in this poem, II. 16-17.—(4) Most of the other sequences
are examples of "

cymeriad synhwyrol
"

;
and probably the carry-

ing on of the line-rhyme into the next line was regarded as

a "cymeriad ".

Dr. Evans, who knows nothing whatever about these things,
violates half the "

cymeriadau" in his "amended" text.

Title.—The poem has no title in the manuscript.
Line 1.—Eg gorffon^ys. The eg is the preposition yng, mutation of

yn. The g is the usual symbol for ng. Dr. Evans thunders against
the spelling yng ng- in almost every boolc he publishes; here his

diatribe is in II, p. xii. Consonants are not to be doubled (even in

separate words
!)

"
except under the accent ", by which he means

after an accented vowel. We must write ywEfyn instead of yn
Nefyn (as if oiie iiisisted on in-Eirport for in Neirport in English).
He implies that the twoconsonants are never written in fnll in MSS.,
which is untrue, for yn n-, ym m-, and yg g- are frequent. Further, the

preposition yn followed by the nasal mutation is accented, see my
Gram., pp. 173-5; but Dr. Evans is unalile to understand thi.s, and
will probably continue to rave against doubling

"
e.icept under the

accent". In tlie early seventeenth century it was a "
merrye jest

''

to pretend that yn Nyfed was yn yfed (Owen's Pm., i, 9, 310 fn.); Dr.

Bvans writes yw Yved in all seriousness, p. xvii, see above p. 55, and
N
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is angry with others because they are not equally laclîing in a sense

of humour.

yorffowys, literally 'rest'; here probably inthe sense of
'

residence,

mansion, manor '

;
cf . Powysfa Dewi in Llyfr Llan Daf 158, 260.

Dr. Evans takes this to be yor Bowys,
" The border of Powys

"
;

he imagines that in the compound yor-or it is the prefix yor- that

means ' border '

! Of course or ' border '

has no y-.

chedwys, 3rd sg. aorist of a denominative from ced 'gift'.

Line 2.—meue^wys, 3rd sg. aor. of a denominative of meueS '

pro-

perty', literally 'mine', from meu ' my
'

: hence meueSwys 'made mine '.

Line 3.—y orvole8. I have rendered this literally, withoutattempt-

ing to decide whether it means ' for which he is famed
',
or '

for his

praise ',
or ' in which he glories '.

Line 4.—ryfeS from *pro-med-,
'

beyond thought or measure' where

^med- is the root '

judge, thinlî, measure' (Gr., 378), is used in a more

primitive sense than in Medieval and Modern Welsh, in which it has

come to mean '

strange '.

Line 5.—ac eur ac awr. The Old Welsh word for
'

gold
'

is aur

(i.e., aicr) which is the regular derivative of the Latin auriivi. The

form eur was originally the adjective, derived from aiireus {Gr. 106),

and cannot make sense here. The "
cymeriad

" makes it practically

certain that ac eur is an error for o cet (0 yed), or a chet
;
the former

makes better sense. I suggest that the original text was written

thus—hoc& hacaur
;
that the scribe misread hoc as hac, and could

make nothing of the &, for which he substituted eur, which may
have existed as a gloss on aur.

achyfret. For ach- as a variant of anyh-, cf. achen beside anyhen
' need' {Gr. 151). -et is a perf. part. pass. ending.

Line 6.—achyfryant. -yant is the pres. part act. ending ;
it

adds only a shade of meaning to the adjective achyfrif^ anyhyfrif
* numberless

'

;
cf . dilys and dilysiant.

Line 8.— Chwant oe roSi, literally,
'

Desire, [it is] to give it';

Chwant is nominative absolute
;
oe\s wy, now i'w 'to . . it'; see next

note.

Line 9.— Yt is the oblique relative ' that
',
which is used because

the antecedent is an adverbialphrase (preposition -\- nonn, tw roddi),

exactly as y is stiU used
;
thus i''w roddi y lladd '

[it is] to give it that

he kills (his fat stock) '.

(/rí/c, obviously 3rd sg. pres. ind. of cro^fí/
' I hang

'

:

'

lie liangs

(the carcasses) '.

vac, 3rd sg. pres. ind. of mayaf
'
I rear, bring up', etc.

vyc, 3rd sg. pres. ind. of an obsolete verb *myyaf from *muk- (not

related to myy, edmyy, etc, from *smik-) ;
the primitive perf. part.

pass. or supine stem is represented by mwyth, moeth '

luxury ', micyth
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werin *
well-niirtiirerl host', Myv. 206a; a secondary perf. part. pass.

is myffet, as in emys yraicthwys graicnryged, ib. 208a,
'

horses, fast-

trotting, grain-fed'; Gicytuiled gyfred grat{y)cyged graicn, 169 al,

'(horses) as fleet as wild beasts, for fleetness fed on grain '. The verb

means 'to foster, to pamper', and is almost synonymous with magaf,
and sometimes used with it, as here

; e.g., Ny mag . . . Ny mye, 204 b

lines 1 and 2.

Line 10.—y7i rac. The preposition rhag comes from an adjectival
form *prokos cognate with the second element in the Latin reci-

procus : yn with adjectival rhag fornis an adverb *

progressively '.

Line 11.— raciceS is 'provision' literally and etymologically ;
as

seen above, rac is an extension of original *pro, and weS is *uida, root

*ueid^ 'see\ It seems generally to mean '

preparation
'

;
but many

words of this meaning are used for 'provision' of food.

ý veir5 y òyt. The deíìnite article y before byt is suspect ;
there

can be no doubt that veir8 í/ is a (bardic) substitution for Sytiyoti, as

in "
Uryen Yrechwydd

"
line 2, see above p. 171, where Synyon elvy8

(synonymous with Synyon byt) is used in making almost the same
statement. Thouo^h di/nion is not found in Cornish and Breton it..... *

may well be old in Welsh
;

if it is not, it may be a substitution in

these phrases for a collective noun like dynin (24*17) ;
cf. gwerin, from

gicr.
Line 13.—The proclitic dy was probably á' before a vowel from the

earliest period. It may be, however, that the original reading here

was íth eiüyllis, see next note.

ewyllis. This word is generally spelt ewyllys ;
but in the W.B.M.

we find ith eiüyllus y8 ydym, c. 90,
' we are at thy wiU

',
and in the

next line ewyllwys, but lower down ewyllus again. It seems as if the

u were a roundiug of i due to the influence of tlie w
;
in that case -ys

is a later modification of -us, and the original form is -is. The

spelling eicyllis oceurs elsewere in our text, 1317.

Line 14.—ygnis .... dy bris. The exact' form of these words

also is doubtful, though the meaning is clear. In Old Welsh both i

and y were written /, and the distinction between them in our MS.

depends entirely upon its scribe. Probably gnis should be grys

{áespite g7iissynf oî 6\"2'3 a,n(\ gììissint, Ji.A. 37'lî)) froni *grd-t-, cog-
nate with Irish grêss

' attack
' from *gre)idt- (Fic]v-Stükes, 118),

allied to Sanskrit grdhyati
' strides out

',
Lat. gradior, gressus. In

661 9, dy bris dy brys should probal)ly be dy breu dy brys, found in-

verted in dy brys dy breti, I. 24, 'bursts, breaks
'

; tlie form is therefore

probably brys cognate with Irish brissÌ7ti
' 1 break ', and allied to

English burst, etc. (Fick-Stokes, 184). The b is thus the Old Welsh
radical which the scribe should have mutated : dy vrys.

Line 17.— twr{iü)f. See note on "Gweith Gwen Ystrat ", I. 13,

îí2
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p. 164 above. The medieval tirr{ic)f ox tii-r{y)f (sÚQXit u- and y) inter-

changed with ticrn: in which the last ic is nonsyllabic, being a modi-

fication of the consonant/(=i)). Similarly cwr{îv]f, cicric. The final

nonsyllabic lo has now become a syllable twr-w, cwr-w.

Line 20.—imi ry: read ry'm. This emendation has actually been

made by Dr. Evans, II, p. 108.

Line 21.—van is certainly not rmm as taken by R. Williams and

Dr. Evans, for it rhymes with aehlân, and the rhyme is carried on in

the next two lines. It clearly means ' men '

or '

people
'

;
it might

be from Lat. maìius in the sense of ' a band or body of men '. But I

see no reason to doubt that the Aryan *manu- (Sanskrit mánu-s
'

man, mankind
')
survived in Keltic, since it is found in Germanic.

Troude records an old Breton 77ian
' homme

',
which he compares

with the German Maìin
;
but it cannot be derived frora the Germanic

since in Germanic the stem is maìin- (for manu-, see Kluge s.v.

Mann) ;
in Welsh the Old Eng. mann appears dialectaljy as mon, in

ìacsmon, etc. That mân 'people' is not used in Medieval or Modern
Welsh is no argument against its occurring in this poem, if it is

genuine, for obsolete words like mán and caffon are to be expected,
and are fewer in these poems than they would be but for substitu-

tions. The word seems to have survived as an adjective mân

'plebeian', as wlien D. ap Gwilym says that he is not a yr mân

(Pughe, s.v. mân), where mân can hardly be the adjective
' small

'

used with pl. nouns, as cerrig mân, etc.

achlân. This word, like some other adverbs such as yrháwg, pre-

served its old accentuation in Medieval and Early Modern Welsh,

being used commonly bj' the bards down to the end of the sixteenth

century ;
it means '

wholly, altogether '. In Old Welsh the accent

generally fell on the ultima, and the original rhythm and rhyme of

such a poem as this may be seen by restoring the accentuation of the

rhyming words in such lines as these; thus :
—

Llwyfenyb vân
|

a'th eirch achlân,

Yn un trygân |

mawr a bychân.
Taliessin gân 1 ti ae dibân.ö^

Incidentally also the restoration shows why vann is absolutely im-

possible, as well as Dr. Evans's trigan(n) for trigant, and generally

why a double final cannot rhyme with a single.

Line 23.—ae. I leave this unchanged because the old form of

the relative was ae (Old Welsh ai, hai) ;
and I leave the initial of

diBan unmutated because the accusative relative was followed by
the radical, as in U heSeu ae gulich y glav, B.B. 63, 'the graves which

the rain wets '. In ordinary Medieval or Modern Welsh the phrase

under notice would be ti a ddiddan '

(it is) thou whom it entei'tains'.
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Line 25.—On this half-line see note on metre above. Probably
wrhlideu is an error for ewllideu 'merits', though a compound
gwr^ + llideu is not impossible. The second eleraent is also found

compounded in delideu ' merits
', which Prydydd y Moch uses in the

singular dlid, Myv. 204. In Breton,
" Ce mot ne s'emploie qu'au

pluriel dellidou, au sens de mérites, terme de dévotion ", Troude s.v.

DADOLWCH URYEN.

1 Ll(euu)ywyb echassaf, mi nyw dirmygaf ;

Uryen a gyrchaf, ibaw yt ganaf.
Pan òêl vy Jîgwaessaf, kynnvvys a gaffaf,
A'r parth goreuhaf y dan eilassaf.

5 Nyt mawr ym dawr by(th gweheleith a welaf)

Nyt af attabunt, ganthunt ny bybaf :

(n)i?y chyrchaf (i) Gogleò a(r)7zmeií teyrneh.

Kyn pei am lawer(eò) y gwnelwn (gyngh)wystleí),

Nyt reit ym hoffeb, Uryen nym gomeb.
10 Ll(o)?oyfenyb tireb, ys meu eu reufeb

Ys meu gwyled, ys meu ý llareb,

Ys meu ý (de)/hdeu ae gorefrasseu—
Meb o vualeu, a da dieisseu

Gan tëyrn goreu, haelaf rygigleu.
15 Tëyrneb pob ieith yt oll yb ynt geith.

Ragot yt gwynir, ys dir dy oleith.

Kytef mynasswn (gweyhehi henwn)
Ny(t oeb) well a g(e)arwn kyn ys gwybybwn.
Weithon y gwelaf y meint a gaffaf,

20 Nam«yn (y) Duw uchaf nys dioferaf.

Dy tëyrn veibon, haelaf dynebon,

(wy) Ka(n)Äan eu (hy)sc(yrr)/yyon yn tireb (eu) galon.
Ac yny vallwyf, etc.

EULOGY OF URYEN.

1 Most valiant chief, I will not slight him ;

Uryen I will seek, to him I will sing.

When my warrant comes, welcome shall I receive

And the best place under the chieftain.

5 I care not much what [bidding I get]
I wiU not gü to them, I will not be with them :

I will repair to the North at the beck of princes.

Though it were for much that I gave a pledge,
I need not reckon it, Uryen will not refuse me.
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10 The lancls of Llwyfenydd, mine is tlieir wealth,

Mine is their courtesy, mine is their bounteousness,

Mine are their feasts and their luxuries—
Mead out of horns and good tliings without stint,

Frora the best prince, the most generous I have heard of.

15 The princes of all nations are all thrall to thee :

In thy advance there is wailing, thou must be evaded.

Though I had wished it [ ? ]

There was none I loved better before I knew him
;

Now that I see how much I obtain,

20 I will no more forswear him than the most high God.

Thy princely sons, most generous men,
Get their booty in the lands of their foes.

. And until I perish, etc.

NoTEs ON " Dadolwch Uryen ".

Translations : Nash in his Taliesin, p. 107; R. Williams in F.A.B.,

i, p. 352 : Dr. Evans in II, 95.

Metre.—Lines of ten syllables divided into rhyming half-lines of

five, the raetre of "
Uryen Yrechwydd ", see above p. 173. But in

this poem three lines, ö, 6, 16, have internal rhyme instead of the

half-line rhyme ;
see note on line 5.

Title.— Golwch means 'praise'; and the prefix dad- may be in

eü'ect merely intensive, as in dat-gan
' to declare '. In twelfth cen-

tury titles dodolwch generally raeans 'reconciliation, propitiation ',

and is applied to poeras addressed to patrons who have been oífended
;

but there is no suggestioii of Uryen's displeasure in this poera. It

implies that the bard was about to return to him after an absence in

Gwynedd.
Line l.—Lleimi/S, i.e. Llt/wt/S. The spelling in the scribe's copy

was probably Louid
;
he misread Lou- as Lleu-, ou being the regular

Old Welsh form of Medieval eti as well as of yw with obscure y (see

Gram., p. 31) ;
on seeing his mistake he wrote another u to make the u

into double-M, i.e. lo
; though not generally used by him two u& might

stand for iv, as in B.B. 2'1
; conversely w might stand for uu

{=vu) as in wtic for vu8ic B.B. 8311, wt for vu8 do. 86"3. As

the scribe himself sometimes uses e ior y (see above p. 126), he left

the e uncorrected. Dr. Evans (like Nash) guessed Llywy8
* chief

'

;

but as he cannot postulate an Old Welsh original he has no expla-

nation to offer of the curious spelling, which he finds it convenient

to ignore.

echassaf. The prefix is probably ech-
;
and echas seems to bear the

same relation to dias, as ehofn {echofn) does to diofn
' fearless

' and
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apparently the root idea is similar in both pairs. Dias seems to be
an adjective in^/e«'s was e lu ovnam B.A. 10-8 '

bold, fearless,

[he was] a stronghold to a timid host
' and a noun in dinas y 8ias do.

154 'a stronghold [was] his valour'; am-Òias and diasseS are adjec-

tives, used with gwrhyd 'manliness' and greid 'courage' (Breton
gret

'

courage ', Troude, s.v.), as gicrhyt am^ias B.A. \"2, gwrhyt diasseô

B.T. 598, greid am-Sias, Myv 145 a 3. Hence I talte the superlative

echassafto mean ' most valiant '. It cannot well be from cas, for from
c- only ach- is possible (and achas exists), which can become ech- only
before i or

//. The previous renderings of these opening words of the

poem, based upon the mistaken derivation from cas, are—
Though the chief is angry.

—Nash.

Thelionwill be most implacable.—R. Williams.

The Chief I do not dislike.—Dr. Evans.

Line 3.—hynnwys
' admission '

rendered correctly by R. Williams
;

see Silvan Evans, s.v. But cynnu-ys is something more than mere

'admission'; it is still used dialectally in Gwynedd for 'welcome

admission, encourageraent '.

Line 4.—eilassaf
' chieftain '. Cf. Hywel haelaf vaur eilassaw

gorescynhwy B.B. 76.7 (fìnal -aw -=
af); men yS ynt eilyassaf (e)lein

B.A. 14 14 ' where the chieftain's blades are'
;
dor angor beèin, òuÔ

eilyassaf do. 155 'the door, the anchor of an army, victorious chief ';

llu eilassafB.T. 64-22, context obscure, possibly 'chief of a host'.

Line 5.— As it stands the line means ' Not much do I care ever
for the race that I see '. Byth

' ever ' comes in awkwardly, and seems
to be the scribe's guess, to rhyme with his gwehelyth (which, however,
he spells gioeheleith; cí. gwehelieith, F.A.B., ii, p. 225). The original
word may have been either pi, Medieval py, hy 'w^hat', or jiet 'how

many'. The next word I take to have been guahaud, which the

scribe read .ç/?<a/í«/íV/, and understood as yw-eÄy/j/íÄ, which makes the

line too long. The mistake of reading u as li is the converse of the
error of reading li as n, which we have come across more than once;
with ^Mor M he would be familiar; also with the vocaIism of the

supposed guahalid, with which cf. Ligualid above, p. 58. I caimot

explain w<?/«/except as the scribe's substitution for gaffaf ov gahaf
which made no sense with his misreadings. I take the original line

to have been—
Nyt mawr ym dawr by gwahawh a gaffaf,

to be rendered as above. The line has internal rhyme, and there-

fore was not necessarily divided into two fìves ; dairr forms a good
rhyme wìih. gwahawS: and the line is of the right length.

Byth is most readily explained as derived from Irish
;
but ás it is
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found in Cornish and Breton also such derivation isdoubtful, though
as British its formation is obscure

;
see Thurneysen's Alt-Irischen

Gram., p. 222. As, however, it is probably a late insertion here, the

date of the poem is not aflfected.

Line 7.—armeiteyrned, so joined in the MS., as if the scribe had

run on from the final t of -meit to the initial t of teyrne^. The most

probable reading seems to be anmeit '

nod, beck '

;
Old Welsh plural

emneituon, gloss on "
per nutus ". In the later language metathesis

took place, and the word is now amnaid. With anmeit teyrneS cf.

deorum nutu, Cicero, Cat. iii, 9, 21.

Line 8.—laivereZ —Tlie -e8 was added by the scribe because he did

not see that the -er of lawer formed a good rhyme with the -eh of

wystle^.

Line 9.—hoffe^. The original meaning of hoffi seems to be ' to

value, appreciate ', etc, from which the modern 'to ]ike' is natur-

ally derived (cf . Eng. dear '

precious ;
loved ').

The prüverb Hanner

y uiedd hoffedd yw means ' Half the feast is the appreciation of it
'

(not
"

is fondness", as Pughe renders it). Tripheth a hoffa ker8, Red

Book, col. 1141,
' three things that give value to a song '. Gor-hoffeò

R. B. Bruts 215 'boasting' (cf. Eng. over-weeninff), whence sometimes

hoffeS
' boast'. Here, however, the word is used in its primary sense

of 'setting a value upon'.

Line 12.—delideu. There seems to be no foundation for Pughe's
* hard substance

;
metal

', except his silly derivation of the word

from dèl which he renders " obdurate ". Here it makes the line too

long, and seems to be a compound (cf. dilidcu ' feasts
', Myv. 144 a 27)

substituted for the archaic uncompounded llideu 'feasts', pl. of llid,

which survives in Breton as lid 'feast', pl. lidou; the exact phonetic

equivalent appears in Old Irish as llth
* feast '. The same substitu-

tion as the above occurs in our text in 19'8
; thus,

Gwneynt eu peiron a verwyntheb tân,

Gwneynt eu (de)/lideu yn oes oesseu.

'

They make their cauldrons which boil without fire,

They make their feasts for ever.'

gorefrasseu, apparently
'

superfluities, luxuries '. It is diflicult to

fix the meaning of efras, but it seems to denote ' resource '

of power
or wealth : ys evras ywrth (read r/wrS) 'he is mighty of resource',

F.A.B., ii, 271 ;
the efras of the white town by the wood is ever ' her

blood on the face of her grass', do. 285; lleto lluch efras 'lion of im-

petuous might', Gwalchmei, Myv. 144b
; yiür gwrb i evreis

' man of

mighty resources
', do., ib. 143b

;
evras cad '

fighting force
', Prydydd

y Moch, ib. 21 2b; Pedyr per y etras 227a
;

cf. 152 a, b, B.B. 868. In

the ouly medieval example of goreoras known to me it seems to be
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newly compounded : Gwr gorevras, gwas gwenwyn, Cynddelw, Myv.
184a, '(he was) a man of great might, a youth of yirulence'.

Line 15.—ieith
' nation

'

so iised as late as the fifteenth centnry ;

see an example in a couplet by Gutun Owain in my Gram., p. 34.

Line 16.—goleith. All the lexicographers have gone wrong in

taking this to be a compound of lleith
' death '. Mr. Williams has

seen that it means 'toavoid, evade, elude'. Pughe's examples are

Dywal dirfydd ei olaith, which he renders " The death of the fierce

is certain ", though it obviously nieans ' The fierce must be avoided
',

and iVt ellid ei olaith, which he renders " he could not be slain ", in-

stead of 'there was no escape from him '. A good example is Ny oleith

lleith yr llyfyrder
' he will not shirk death from cowardice', Cynddelw,

Myv. 176a, Strachan, Intr. 233. Anoleith 'inevitable' (not
" death-

ful
"
as given by Silvan Evans) ;

lleith anoleith ' inevitable death
',

B.T. 1513, Prydydd y Moch, Myv. 211 b 4.

Line 17.—gweyhelu henwìi. This half-line is obviously corrupt,
and I am unable to suggest any satisfactory emendation.

Line 18.—Nyt oeS well; the oeS is superflous; the reading might
be Nyt gioell or Ny well; cf. Na well, W.B.M. c. 84.

gerwn, scribal error for garwn.

kyn ys gwyby^wn : kyn
' before

',
Gram. 446. The distinction

between gwybod
' savoir

' and adnabod ' connaître
'

goes back to

British, for it is found in Breton as well as in Welsh
;
but ad-nabod is

literally 'to recognise, to be acquaiiited with'; and as ^?ry5 still means
'

presence
'

it is possible that *gwy8bod might be used in Early
Welsh for '

meeting
'

or '

mahing the acquaintance of
", which is the

sense required here (as its Greek cognate eî8ov might be used for

'seeing' a person in the sense of 'meeting' him). The meaning of

the sentence can hardly be doubtful, and the use of gwybySwn points
to an antiquity well beyond the middle ages.

Line 19.—The article is hardly ever found before jceithon {=weith

Äon) in Medieval Welsh
; and its regular omission {whiìe y prytwìi, y

wershon, etc, are never without it) may be a survival from the period
when the article was not essential before the demonstrative hw7i, hon.

Line 20.—The scribe inserted y, which makes the line too long,
because namyn meant nothing to him but '

except
'

; he took the

phrase to mean '

except ybr the most high God
',
a reservation which

weakens the declaration for no intelligible purpose. The meaning is

clearly
' 1 will no more forswear Uryen than I will forswear the

most high God '. NamiLy{n) is literally
' not more

'

; it was used, like

its Irish cognate nammä in the sense of 'only
'

to strengthen a word

meaning 'but'; thus Irish acht . . . nammä ' but . . . only', üld

Welsh ho7iit nammui ' but onl}'
'

;
in Welsh the word for ' but

'

came
to be omitted, and namwyn itself was used for ' but

'

(cf . the collo-
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quial use of only for ' but '

in Englisli). In the Shirburn Brut it

occurs as '

only
'

after nyt in the passage of Lludd corresponding to

W.B.M., c. 192-21: 'nyt na mwy
' not only'(I. Williams, Lludd a

Llerelys, p. 18 ; in the W.B. wrongly copied nyt mwy). In Medieval

Welsh nanuryn has no other meaning ;
in Old Welsh it occurs as

an adverb qualifying
' but

',
and as ' but

'

itself, Book of Llan Daf
,

p. 120, and apparently 'only', do. p. xliii
;
and its use here in its

literal and etymological sense of ' not more
',
with a dependent

genitive of comparison Duw uchaf
' than the most high God ',

which

was unintelligible to the medieval scribe, takes the phrase back

beyond the Old Welsh period.

dioferaf is the verb of which the verbal noun is diofryd, as the

verbal noun of cymeraf is cymryd, of differaf is diffryd, of adferaf is

edfryd, of gochelaf is gochlyd {Gram., p. 391). This well-known sur-

vival of Aryan vowel-gradation in Welsh was unknown to Dr. Evans,

who " amends "
dioferaf 'mto

"
àiowYyd-AÌ ", II, 96.

Line 22.—Medieval ysclyvon would be written sclimon in Old

Welsh (cf. Gr. 159, 11. 17-8) : and we have here another proof thatZ was

short in the scribe's copy. He read the l as i, and the four strokes

of im as rr.

It is probable that some lines are missing at the end of this

song.

It has been seen in the notes that there is a consider-

able amoünt of evidence that the above three songs to

Urien have been cojîied from a manuscript in a flat-topped

hand of the ninth centurj, and many grammatical and

etymological indications of the matter being still older.

It does not seem to me to be necessarj tö arg-ue that the

Urien in whose honour thej were written is the Urien of

history. They have all the appearance of ha^ing- been

composed to be suno' in his presence. He is referred to

promiscuously in the second and third person. The singer

addresses him as " thou ", and, addressing the company,

speaks of him as " he ". Is this also a piece of ninth

century realism?

I subjoin the elegy on Owein son of Uryen 67*18, re-

ferred to at some length above, pp. 87 ff.
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MARWNAT OWEIN.

1 Eneit Owein ap Uryen,

gobwyllit (y) Reen oe reit.

Reget ub ae cnh tromlas—
nyt oeb vas ý gywydeit.

5 Iscelljsryí, kerh glyt clotvawr;

escyll gíí'awr, gwaywawr llifeit,

Cany cheffir kj'stedlyb

uh llewenyh llatAreit.

Medel galon, geveilat
—

10 eisaylut y tat ae teit.

Pan labawò Owein Fflamhwyn,

nyt oeb vwy noc et kysceit.
• Kyscit Lloeg(y)r llydan nifer,

a /leuver yn eu Uygeit ;

15 A rei ny fföynt hayach
a oeòynt hyac\\ no reit.

Owein ae cospes yn brut,

mal cnut yn dylut deveit.

Gr gwiw uch ý amliw seirch,

20 a robei veirch ý eircheit.

Ky?j(t) as cronyei mal calet,

(n)ry rannet rac ý eneit.

Eneit Oicein ap Uryen,
24 gohwyllit Reen oe reit.

THE DEATHSONG OF OWEIN.

1 The soul of Owein ap Uryen,

may the Lord have regard to its need.

Rheged's priiice, whom the heavy sward covers,

not shallow was his judgement.
5 At supper time [he heard] the acclaiming song of praise,

with the wings of dawn [he hurled] the whetted spears,
For no peer is to be found

to the prince of radiant cheer.

Reaper of enemies, cai^tor
—

10 heir of liis fatlier and forebears.

When Owein killed Fílambwyn,
it was no greater [featj than sleeping.

The wide host of Lloegr sleep

with the light in their eyes ;

15 And those that fled not amain

were bolder than [they had] need [to be].
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Owein punished them grievously
like a pack [of wolves] chasing sheep.

A fine man [was he] above his many-coloured trappings,

20 who gave horses to [his] suitors.

Before he would lay up a hoard like a miser,

it was distributed for his soul,

The soul of Owein ap Uryen,
24 may the Lord have regard to its need.

NOTES ON " MaRWNAT OWEIN ".

Translations : Nash, Taliesin, 108; R. Williams, F.A.B., i, 366 ;

Dr. Evans, II, 125, on which see above, pp. 87-90.

Metre. The metre is
'• awdl gywydd

"
{Dosp. Ed., p. lxvii). The

unit is a line of fourteen syllables divided into two half-lines of seven
;

the last syllable of the first half-line rhymes with any final syliable

from the second to the fifth of the second half-line
;
in some cases it

rhymes with tico woi'ds in the latter, as clotvaior 1. 5, 'wìth gicuwr and

gwaewaicr in 1. 6, and drut 1. 17 with cnut and dylut 1. 18. The end of

the fuU line rhymes throughout ;
in this poem the rhyme is -eit. The

line is now regarded as a couplet, and the half-lines as lines
;
and I

have so nurabered them above. The metre was rarely üsed by the

cynghanedd poets, who preferred the ordinary cywydd : there is an

example by Dafydd ab Edmwnd in Peniarth MS. 77, p. 392, be-

ginning
—

Llawenaf lle o Wynedd
Yw llys medd a Uysiau Môn.

But stanzas of three couplets of the metre becamé later one of the

favourite forms of peniilion to sing to the harp ;
a good example is

Lewis Morris's " Caniad y Gog i Feirionydd '",
of which one stanza

may be quoted:

Annwyl yw gan adar hyd
Eu rhyddid \\yd y coedydd ;

Annwyl yw gan faban \aeth

Ei {•Amaeth oá\aeth ddedwydd ;

O ! ni ddwedwn yn fy myw
Mor annwyl yiv Meirionydd.

The oldest extant poem of Meilyr, the earliest historical medieral

bard, is in this metre, Myv. 142a; it was composed at Mynydd Carn

in 1081. Some of the oldest Irish poetry is written in stanzas of

four half-lines of seven syllables each. Sanctan's hymn, Irische

Texte, i, 49, which contains a comparatively large number of obscure

passages, is in that metre ; it is attributed to the Briton Sanctän,
whü is said to be the son of Samuil Pennissel {Lives of Brit. Saints,
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iv, 175), son of Pabo, third in descent from Ceneu ab Coel (ib.,

iv, 38) ;
the author would therefore be a conteniporary and líinsman

of Owein ap Uryen. The internal rhyme of the "awdl gywydd
"

occurs in the early Latin hymns. Kuno Meyer {Pnmer of Irish

Metric^, p. 9) quotes as an example :

Conclamantes Deo Aigìmm hymnum sanctae Mariae.

ut voxpulset omnem aurem per \audem YÌcariam.

There is thus no reason at all to doubt that the raetre is as old as

the late sixth century ;
both the rhyme-system and the length and

division of lines are probably much older.

Line 1.— ap. In Medieval Welsh generally this is written vab, but

the V had already disappeared in the twelfth century, e.g. Ouein ab

Urien, B.B. 64-7. In the scribe's copy the form would doubtless be

map.
Line 2,

—
gobicyllit : the o was begun as 6, i.e. w, by the scribe,

which shows that this poem also was copied from a MS. in Old Welsh

orthography, in which the prefìx go- is always written guo-. Dr.

Evans notes the error, but has nothing to say about it.

On lines 1 and 2 see above pp. 87-8.

Line 3.—ae is the old form of the relative, which when accusative

was followed by the radical initial of the verb
;
see note on line 23 of

"Yng Ngorffowys" above, p. 180.

tromlas
'

heavy green
' occurs as an adjective in 5J:'20 qualifying

caduyn 'chain', the phrase denoting the prison of earth, the grave.

cywydeit, derivative in -eit (v.n. ending, cf. gorSyfneit, synnyeit) of

cywyd
'

mind', written hytid in B.B. 76-13, where íinal -d=d (not 8).

Line 5.—This line is a syllable short in the MS. The expression

kerS glyt clotvawr (read glotmiur) is complete, and JcerSeu clyt is not a

probable emendation. The missing Avord therefore probably came

after Iscell; and the internal rhyme of line 3 suggests that it rhymed
with clyt ;

the word pryt fulfils this condition, and exactly fills the

gap in the sense
;
see below.

JsceW, according to Bichards, is 'broth, pottage, gruel, supping';

the English sup is hterally 'to imbil)e', and is allied to soiip; one

might sup, or partake of iscell, at any hour, but as siipper in Eng. has

come to denote the last meal, so the time ^ar í^o^'/i' for iscell was

the evening; thus pryt 'time' is required to bring out the contrast

with ' dawn '

in the next line.

ker8 glyt. This cìyt has nothing to do with clyd
' sholtered '

(which is from *Ä:- originally *klt-, root *kel- 'cover'), but comes

from the genitive *kiuti of the neuter noun whose nom.-acc. sg. was

*klutóm, which has given Welsh clod ; the root is *kleu-
' hear '.

Briefly, the old genitive of elod survived iu the expression cerdd glyd,
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which was still used in the twelfth century, e.g. by Cynddelw in Myv.

190a quoted above, p. 98 fn. It occurs in the late part of " Anrec

Urien
"

: Ef a '^aw hyt ny hyS ker8 glyt, ny by^ kelvyS, F.A.B., ii, 292,

Y Cym., vii, 125,
' A time wiil come when there will be no song of

praise, when there will be nö accomplished (singer) '.

Line 6.—This line is liuked to the preceding by the "
cymeriad

cynganeddol
"

iscell / escyll, rendering the reading of the two words

certain, and disproving the ignorant
" emendation" of II, 124.

escyll yawr should undoubtedly be esyyll yiaawr, for the words

occur in 4213 in the same connexion : glessynt escyll gwaior, escorynt

{wy) wayioator
' the wings of dawn became grey, they brought forth

spears'.

llifeit
' whetted '

;
a whetstone is still called maen llifo in North

Wales.

Line ^.—Medel is usually a feminine noun {y fedel) meaning, like

its Irish cognate methel,
' a corapany of reapers' ;

but it seems also to

have been a masculine noun in Welsh, meaning 'a reaper ', e.g. y

medel B.B. 45-9 ;
in this sense it has been replaced by medelwr. Cf.

medel e alon, B.A. 26-15,
'

reaper of his enemies '.

yefeilat is the derivative in -{i)ad of gafael
' to seize

'

;
this ending,

wheu it affects the stem-vowels, as here, denotes the agent ;
see p. 98

fn. The word therefore means '

seizer, captor'.

Line 10.—On teit
' ancestors

'

see my Gram. p. 219. The bard is

thinking, not of Owein's "grandsire" (11, 125), but of his ancestors,

Ceneu and Coel.

Liue 11.—Nash renders this line
" When Fflamddwyn slew

Owain", with a footnote stating that "The ordinary construction

would give
' When Owein slew Fflamdwyn'. But in an elegy on

Owain the circumstances of his death are more naturally mentioned

[why "more naturally" than the exploits of his life ?! ; and the reading

renders the following liues more intelligible," Tal, p. 109. By the

"foUowing lines" he means 1. ]2,whichhe completely misunderstood.

How it is "more intelligible
" that "following" his death Owein

should punish his enemies, Nash does not say ;
the poet is of

course continuing his account of Owein's prowess. R. Williams

adopts Nash's rendering, and we are assured in a note (ii, 418)

that this "is the natural construction ". Professor Powel observes

that "if by 'natural' is meant 'iu accordance with Welsh usage ',

then the assertion cannot be accepted
"

;
it *s, in fact, the exact

reverse of the truth. In a direct statement, a noun object may

precede the noun subject, as BygystuS deuruS dagreu, F.A.B., ii, 282,

' tears afflict tlie cheeks
'

;
but this is very rare, and in a dependent

clause such an inversion is hardly to be found. The order is sub-

ject object ;
as Ac velly y kavas Kulhivch 0/ími, R.B.M. 143, 'And
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[it was] so tliat Rulhwch won Olwen '. Carnhuanawc and Stephens
understood the line in its natural sense,

' When Owein líilled

Fílamddwyn ', see Professor Powel's note in The Gododin, p. 09.

On Dr. Evans's mistranshition, see above, p. 90.

Line 12.—This line appears to be correct, for the "cymei-iad"

kyscit \n the next line makes the reading hysceit practically certain.

It means literally
*

it was no more than sleeping ', which means, I

suppose, that it required no greater eífort on the part of Owein.

noc et is usually written noyet or nogyt in Medieval Welsh. The
et is an extension also found in Breton eget

' than
', Cornish ages.

The ìi- iu Welsh is the old ending of the comparative tacked on to

the original oc Hhan': see my Gram. pp. 243, 447.

The early modern prosodists allowed an initial consonant to be

brought forward to the end of a preceding word to form a rhyme,
which was called odl yudd

' hidden rhyme
'

; thus, ivxj followed
bj'-

laicen could rhyme with hunjl (J. D. Rhvs, 1592, p. 284; in reproducing
information suppHed to him J.D.R. completely misses the point, and
thinks that the words wy' laioen actually are loyl awen, which would
form an ordinary, not a " hidden "

rhyme). Ffiam^wyn and incy n-

form an "odl gudd'"; but it is unthinkable that the author of this

poem dreamt of such a thing ;
"odl gudd'' is a comparatively late

device—I cannot recollect even a medieval example of it. To the

author vioy here was clearly vwyn, and probably
' than

' was ocet. The
Irish forms suggest that miry oomes from *ìnâiüs

;
I have suggested a

doublet *mäison, formed with the ordinary British comparative end-

ing (=Gk. twi'), as the origin of mwyn {Gram. 98). Even if that be

not so, mwyn niust have been formed at an early period on the

analogy of other comparatives, for its existence is proved by namwyn
by the side of namwy, of which the former alone survived, and became

namyn ;
in this the n cannot come from no, for 7io 'than' is not used

after it; see note on 1. 20 of the last poem, p. 185. All this goes to

prove that this couplet was written before the Old Welsh period
when mwyn was already obsolete.

Line 15.—hayach with the negative usually means in Medieval

Welsh ' not much
; hardly at all

'

;
here it must mean '

actively
' or

'

energetically', a more primitive sense from the root *segk-; cf. Skr.

sáha-s '

mighty ', etc, sáhasä "(forcibly), suddenly, precipitately '.

Line 16.—The last word on p. 67 of the MS. is oeSynt ;
a piece of

the top corner of the leaf has been torn ofF, so that only ch remains

of the first word on p. 68; there is a dot before it, which represents
the bottom of the a

;
the rhyme proves that the word ended in -ach.

There is room for only three letters beforo ch
;
I have measured hy

in lines 20 and 21, and find tliat their width with that of « tìts the

space exactly. It appears to me that hyach fits the sense esactly too.
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Line 21.—Kyt is a conjunction proper, followed immediately by
the veri), as A-î/í ti/bychych, . . A-yt keffych W.B.M., c. 480

;
the as

which separates it from the verb here could therefore only be the in-

fixed objective pronoun of the 3rd sg. or pl. The only possible

antecedent is meirch ' horses
'

;
but cronni ' to hoard '

is hardly a

word that would have been used of horses. (The singular infixed

pron. after kyt is <?/ in " Dadohvch Üryen ", 1. 17, see above, p. 181.)

But we have seen in " Gweith Argoet Llwyfein", 1. 12, p. 156 above,

that kyn as was used with the imperfect for ' before (he would)' in

the sense of 'rather than ',
where as cannot be an infixed pron., and

seems to be a conjunction 'that'. I take the construction here to

be the same. In an ordinary temporal clause, with the aor. or pres.

subj ,
no conjunction follows cyn (Gr. 446). It occurs with inf. pron.

ys in " Dadolwch Uryen ", 1. 18, p. 181 above.

calet
' hard '

; as a noun it has two meanings : (1)
' hard fight',

e.g. B.B. 65-13, B.A. 20-21.— (2)
' hard man', in the sense of Matt.

XXV, 24. I have rendered it
' miser

'

although a line in one of the

"Englynion Eiry Mynydd", Myv. 358a, tells us that

Nid cybydd yw pob caled.
*

Every hard man is not a miser.'

Line 22.—ry, which the scribe stupidly copied as the negative ny
is the perfective particle, which is positive and emphatic. The im-

personal raìinet has no expressed object ;
it means 'there was a dis-

tributing '. On rac y eneit see above p. 89.

The last word of the poem repeats the first. This became a rule

in Irish poetry :

" The concluding word of every poem must repeat
either the whole or part of the first word (or first stressed word) of

the poem," Kuno Meyer, op. cit., p. 12. The object is to provide a

catchword to lead back to the beginning, so as to end the poem with

the couplet or stanza with which it begins. The word eneit at the

end of our poem forms a "
cymeriad

" with the Eneit of the first line

which is therefore to foUow it, as Kyseit of I. 13 follows kysceit of

I. 12; see notes on "cymeriad" above, pp. 176-7. The scribe writes

only the beginning of the couplet which is to be repeated ;
see ex-

amples of abbreviated first line, or merely tìrst words, repeated with
"
cymeriad

''

in B.B. 3610, 7011. There are many examples in the

oldest Irish poems ; e.g. Ultan's Hymn, which begins Briyit be bith-

maith, ends ron soera Briyit, which is followed in the MS. by Briyit

bé; see Ir. Te.rte, i, 25. As the form of "cymeriad" on which the

repetition of tlie first word is based is a distinctive feature of Welsh

verse, frequent]y occuring as a link between lines in the middle of a

poem (e.g. in "
Yng Ngorffowys

"
above), it seems probable tbat the

device was borrowed by the Irish bards from the British. In Welsh
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we also have the repetition of openinp; lines without "
cymeriacl", as

in B.B. 248, 71 11, which shows that the 'f cymeriad
"' was not the

essential feature it became in Irish, but only a help to secure the

repetition to the first lines.

Line 23.—Tlie abbreviated first line appears thus in the MS. :

Eneit. O. ap vryen. Thiis the reading which Dr. Evans asserts to be
"
impossible

"
is repeated and confirmed, a fact which he passes over

in silence.

The subject of tliis poem is not the Owein ap Uryen
of the medieval imagination, Rnight of tlie Rouncl Table,

hero of the tale of "the Lady of the Fountain ", the

" Chevalier au Ljon
"

of Chrestien de Troyes, the Ywain

of " Ywain and Gawain ", but the historical Owein ap

Uryen wlio fought Avith his father against the sons of Ida

iii the latter half of the sixth century. He is seen not in

the glamour of romance, not even through the haze of a

century or two, but as the jeal prince of Rheged by a man

who lcnew him, and loved him. Such idealization as the

poem contains consists in that heig-htening of the actual

which is expected and taken for granted in an elegy. I

believe that the impression which the reading of the poem
wiU leave on most readers is that it breathes an intiraacv

which could hardly be simulated in a production founded

on hearsay or tradition.

It is interesting to note the comment on this poem
which a fifteenth century bard has written on the top

margin of p. 68 :

goreu ynghymry o gerdd taliessin benn heirdd
' The best in Wales of the work of Taliessin, Chief of Bards.'

Tliis opinion is no doubt chiefly based on the form
;
the

poem is an exquisite example of a metre that was still in

use
;
the requirements of the rhyme are more than met,

one "
prif-odl

"
or •'

chief-rhyme
"

binds tlie couplets

together into a single whole, and tlie
"
cymeriad

"
at tlie

end introduces the opening couplet which serves as a most

eíîective conclusion. But apart from the forni, which is
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not more elaborate tlian, in its waj, that of " Yng

Ngorffowjs ", the matter of this poem seems to indicate

that it is tlie work of a man of maturer years. This

accords with the view that the poems are «^enuine, for

an elegy on Owein would naturally have been written a

good many years later than songs to his father/

What has been said above of the Owein of the elegy is

also true of the Urien of the songs. He is not a medieval

Sir TJryance, or even a traditional hero, but the veritable

li^inof Urien, Prince of Rheofed. That thesense of actual-

ity which, despite all hyperbole, the songs undoubtedly

convey, in the description of Urien as a present terror to

the Angles and a personality that commands the respect

of tliose around liim, in the expression of the bard's

personal obligation to him, in the account of the good

things of Llwyfenydd in which Ije himself participates,
—

that this can have been simulated in the ninth century

does not appear to be altogether probable ;
but Yoltaire

has said that "
it is ever to the improbable that the sceptic

is ready to give ear ".

An old tradition connects Taliesin with Llyn Geir-

ionnydd situated above the Conway valley about two

miles west of Llanrwst. Medieval evidence of the tradition

is found in one of the lines added at the end of " Anrec

Uryen
"

(
Y Cynimrodor, vii, p. 126 ) :

miiieu dalyessin o (iawn) lann^ llyn geirionnyò
* And I, Talyessin, from the bank of Llyn Geirionnydd.'

^We expect a palaeographer to take some notice of interesting

marginalia; in this case, for example, he mù/ht be able to tell us in

whose hand the note is written. But Dr. Evans simply ignores it.

The reason is, of course, that it conveys nothing to him : he has no

kno\vledge of metres, and the poem as mangled by him is' rather a

poor thing.

^lt is very unlikely that {ciirn here is anything but lann misread as

iaun, which was the spelling of iaim down to the end of the twelfth

century.

é
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île would thus have been brought up in the purlieus of thé

court of Maelgwn at Degannwy. This is quite in accord-

ance with his position in the songs. At the court of Urieu

he was a visitor. Doubtless his stay was prolonged, for

he was provided with a fine home. But he leaves and

conies again.
" I will repair to the North ", he says in

" Dadolwch Uryen ", a song which might well have been

entitled "Urien Eevisited.
"

There are several other historical poems in the Book

of Taliesin, all more difficult than the above, but not

therefore less likely to be genuine. The other poems to

Urien are the following : (1) "Ar un blyneb ", p. 59, in

which the reference to him '^ with his horse under him at

the battle of Mynaw (Goòeu) ", see above, p. 73, comes in

rather incoherently, and is followed by a number of

mysterious lines, ending with a description of Urien's

prowess.
—

(2)
"
Arbwyre Reget rysseò rieu ", p. 61, which

contains the reference to Ulph, and to Urien coming to

Aeron
;
there are many other historical allusions in the

poem, including a list of Urien's battles.— (3)
"
Yspeil

Taliessin ", p. 62
;
some inserted glosses in the first part of

this are noted above, pp. 140-1. It refers to Urien as

a "defender in Aeron ", G3*5, and contains a more pic-

turesquely figurative description of Urien that anything
contained in the poems translated above

;
but its diffi-

culties are formidable.
" Anrec Uryen ", which has been referred to several

times in the above pages, does not appear in the Boolc of

Taliesin, but is found in the detached portion of the

White Book (Y Gymmrodor, vii, 125), and in the Red Book,

col. 1049 (F.A.B., ii, 291). Stephens saw that the poem
consists of three unrelated parts ;

of these he considered

the fîrst and third genuine, the second làte (Arch. Camh.,

1851, pp. 204 ff.). Skene, who misrepresents Stephens by
o2
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ignoi'ing his clear-sighted analysis of the poem and speak-

ing- of his view of tlie second part as if it applied to the

whole, attenipts to prove that the whole is old {F.A.B., i,

211-4); but Stephens is undouhtedly right in his view

as to the second part. This is of the sanie character

as the medieval predictive poems ; and, as Stephens

observes, no poem that can be attributed to Taliesin

" assumes the predictive form "
(op. cit., p. 210). The

first and second parts are in the "
rhupunt

"
metre, which

consists of lines of twelve syllables divided into three fours,

of which the first two usually rhyme together and the

third carries the "
chief-rhyme". In both of these parts

the chief-rbyme is -y8 throughout, with the variant -yr

once (at the end of the first part according to Stephens's

division) ;
this identity of rhyme provides a sufficient

reason for their ha^ing- been run together, without the

assumption that the second was deliberately composed as

an addition to the first, to which it bears no relation. The

first part deals with Urien, and with leuaf, Keueu and

Seleu, whom Skene takes to be the sons of Llywarch Hen,

p. 212. The third part, which has nothing to do with the

others, consists of tag-s. The first of these is the well-

known assertion of Urien's preeminence, which, with two

emendations noted below, reads as follows in the W.B. :

Uryen o Reget, haehif yssyb,

Ac a vu yr Ahaf, ac a vyb^ ;

Lletaf ý gleby/,^ balch ý gynteb,
Or tri tliëyni ar bec or Gogleb.

Uryen of Rheged, most generous that is,

That has been since Adani, and that will be
;

Of broadest sword—proud in his hall—
Of the thirteen princes of the North.'

^ ac a vi/8 comes after haelaf i/ssyS in the MS., an obvious displace-

ment.

'ff/eS in the MS., which makes the line short (the metre is

"
cyhydedd naw ban "). The form cle8 is an artificial curtailment of
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This was followed by
" whose nauie I know, Aneirin

Gwawdrydd the poet, and I, Taliessin," etc, as above, p.

194, which seems to be a nonsensical couplet framed by a

scribe out of a misunderstanding of a previous coj^yist's

statement that he did not know the name of the poet,

wliether it was Aneirin or Taliesin. Lastly coines the

defective copy of the ymj vallw\jf i-à.^, quoted above, p. 155.

There are refei-ences to Urien in other poems.
" Teithi

etmygant ", p. 41, contains the following line, 42*6 :

A thraw y Dygen meu molawt Uryen.
' And beyond Dygen mine is the praise of Uryen.'

Perhaps Maelgwn's kingdom extended as far as Dygen on

the present English border, and "
beyond Dygen

" meant

beyond his boundaries. In "Golychafì gulwyb ", p. 33,

the poet says that he sang before Brochvael of Powys and

before Urien, 33-6 :

Keint rac ub clotleu yn doleu Hafren,
Rae Brochvael Powys a garwys vy awen

;

Keint yn aòvwyn rodle ymore rac Uryen.
' I sang before a faraous prince in the meadows of the Severn,
Before Brochvael of Powys who loved my muse

;

I sang on a fair lawn on a morning before Uryen.'

This poem is a curious medley of mythology and reminisc-

ence. Preceding the above lines is the statement " I sang
before the sons of Llyr at Aber' Henvelen,

"
33*3. Lower

thtí word, adopted by medieval and iater bards, but never used in

ordinary speech. The e of cleddyf is an a afìected by the y of -yf;
without -?</"the word wüuld have been cla^. Thus cleB is as if one
had deduced plent froni plentyn. ít canuot be much oldor than the

MS., but the metre shows that the origiual word was c/fSyf
1
E//yr ìn the text seems to be an oblicjue case of a/)er rather than

the pl. The reference appears to be to a version of the "Ysbyddawt
Urddawl Ben "

story which dift'ered somewhat from that preserved
in

" Brauwen ", in which the feast was not at Abor IIenvelen itself
;

see W.B.M., c. ö7, where also it is stated that Taliesin was present,
a detail evidently borrowed from this poem
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down, following some lines wliich appear to be later

interpolations, eonies tlie famous passage about the re-

lease of Elphin, 33-19:

Dübwyf Deganhwy amrysson
A Maelgwn vwyhaf y achwysson ;

Elly?igeis vy arglwyb j'wg ?igwyb cleon,

Elphin pendefic ryhodigyon.

' I carae to Deganhwy to contend

Witli Maelgwn of greatest prerogatives;
I set free my lord in the presence of goodmen,

Elphin, chief of nobles.'

This is followed immediately by the statement " I was in

the battle of Goòeu with Lleu and Gwjdion ... I was

with Brân in Ireland,
"

33-23. The poem ends with the

charming glimpse of the Kelticother-world of which E,hjs

has given a substantiallj correct
'

translation in his Celtic

FolMore, p. 678. It is to be noted that all the historical

personages named in the poem are the contemporaries of

the historical Taliesin.

"
Kjchwedyl am doòjw ", p. 38, treats of the cattle-

raids and battles of Owein. " When he returned to

Erechwjò^ from the land of the Cljdemen, not a cow lowed

to her calf ", 38-21. The poem raises manj interesting

questions. Who, for example, is the Mabon mentioned in

it? In Roman times Deus Maponus was the Apollo of

Rheged ;
three inscriptions in liis honour have been dis-

covered, at Ribchester, Ainstable and Hexham respect-

ivelj (O.Z.L., vii, nos. 218, 332, 131o). One statement

about Mabon in the poem is intelligible :

" Unless thej were

' In spite of Dr. Evans's sneers, p. 94, which can harm no one but

himself.

* The reading in the MS. is Pan ymchoeles echicy^,- I have siig-

gested above, p. 69, that echuy8 here may be an error. We have

seen above, p. 164, that the present was used in a past sense after

pan ; hence, pan ymchoeles echiryè may well be an error for pan
ymchoel erechwyS, as s and r might be confused in the old script.
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to fly with wings tliey could not escape from Mabon with-

out slaughter", 39-3. Is Mabon a couiplimeiitary term

appliecl to Owein ? Or had he a brother who had been

called after the local god ? In the tales, Mabon is the son

of Modron (e.g. E.B.M. 124) ;
and accordingto Triad i, 52,

Modron was the name of Owein's mother {lhjv. 392).

But the problems of the text have to be solved before

questions relating to the subject-matter can be answered.

" En enw Gwledic Nef gohidawc ", p. 29, and " En enw

Gwledic Nef gorchoròyon ", p. 63, are songs to Gwallawc,

who was, like Urien's father, third in descent from Ceneu

ap Coel (Y Cymmrodor ix, 173). The first poem consists in

great part of a list of his battles; both are very diíficult,

owing largely, as in other cases, to a corrupt text, as ny

golychaf an gnawt, 64-2, shows, see above, p. 138
;
it con-

tains old forms such as tbe subjunctive gicnech, and was

obviously only very imperfectly understood by the scribe.

''Trawsganu Kynan Garwyn ", p. 45, has been dealt

with above, pp. 133-4, as a poem that contains a goodly

number of words in Old Welsh spelling. I liave also

shown, p. 95, that Cynan Garwyn and liis father Brochvael

Powys must liave been contemporaries of Taliesin. They
are descended from Cadell Ddyrnllug' ;

see the pedigreein

Y Cymmrodor ix, 179
;
and ''the line of Cadelling,' i.e. of the

^ This was made by lat.e copyists into Teyrnlliry ;
in tlie pedigree

it is spelt (lunlurc, biit elsewhere in the MS., in Nennius § 35, correctly

durnhic; see Mr. Phillimore's notes in i' Cymmrodor, vii, 119, ix, 179.

Late Welsh writers could not leave d-rn in any name without

changing it to deyrn ; as in Edcyrn for Edern or Edyrn, and Edeyrnion
for Edeirnion from JEterniän-a.

2
Eatelling ystret ; ystret appears to be cognate with Irisii sreth

' row. series
'

;
see Pedersen, J'eryl. Grain., ii, 6i'7. But it is a dis-

syllable liere, and therefore probabl}' estret from '^e.r-str-. Piighe's

"Silurian" ystred 'village', quoted by Pedersen, is probably a

dialectal forni of ystryd
' street '. Richards has "

Ystrêt, .< a row, a

rank, E. Lh. AI.so, a rate ;
i.e. tlie paper containing tho names of

the personsrated ".—"Last meaning prob. from estreat." — VroL Lloyd.
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liouse of Cadell ", the poet tells us, "has been unshakeii in

battle
"

45*16. Soiiie of their battles are iiamed : there was
*' a battle on the Wye to which were brought spears innu-

merable
;
Gwentians were slain with bloody blade ", 45*16.

There was a battle in Anglesey
" famed and renowned ",

45*18. Also a battle in Cruc Dymet (i.e. Crug Dyved), and

Aercol was ar gerSet (apparently
'

put to ílight '),
45*20.

Aergol Lawhir was Ring- of Dyved early in the sixth

century ;
Mailcun and Aircol Lauhir were among the

regihus contemporaneis of Teilo according to the Book of

Llaii Daf, p. 118. In the pedigree of the house of Dyved,

Y Gymmrodor, ix, 171, Aircol is the father of Guortepir,

who was reigning when Gildas wrote, and whom he add-

resses as " boni regis nequam fili . . Demetarum tyranne

Yortipori ", § 31; cf. Lloyd's Hist., 262. His tombstone was

discovered near Llanfallteg in 1895, bearing the inscription

in Roman Capitals memoeia yoteporigis protictoris, and

in Ogam Yotecorigas, the Early Irish genitive,
^ Arch. Camh.,

1895, pp. 303 íî, 1896, p. 107. Crug Dyved, says Mr.

Phillimore, is
" not identified

"
(Owen's Pemhroheshire, i,

' The forms on the stone prove that the first r in Guortepù- and

Yoriepori is an intrncler, though an early one. Both Rhys and

Stolíes attempt to explain the name as T'ofe-porms, for which it may
be said that Poriits occurs (Hübner, Insc. Brit. Christ., no. 131). But

it is strange that it occurred to neither of them that the stem

*votepo- is implied in ^rotepäcos, which gives Godehauy, the epithet of

Cocl. The Latin and Irish genitives on the stone prove that the

nom. was J'otepo-ri.T ; this would give Guotepir in Old Welsh, as

Maylo-rLv gives the Medieval Meilyr. It follows that Vortipori in

the text of Gildas is not the voc. of Vo{r)tiporius but an error for

Votepori.v. In fact, Mommsen's only authorities for Tortipori aie the

printed editions of 1525 and 1568. The oldest MS. (C, llth cent.)

has iiortipor* ;
the next oldest (A, 12th ceut.), uortipore ;

the latest

(D, 14th cent.) uertepori. Dr. Lloyd rightly writes the name Vote-

pori.T in his Ilist., 1911, p. 115; and Mr. Ifor Williams analysed it

and showed its relation to Godebatry in Y Beirniad, 1915, pp. 275-6.

The evidence of the stone determines the form beyond dispute.

I
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223). After naining' these battles
'

the poet comes to

Cynan himself " the son of Bi'ochvael of wide dominions",

45'21
;
his "

songis of Cjnaii ", 45" 24, but he only mentions

one of his battles, fought in the land of Brachan, 45"25.

But Cynan is Ryngeìi Jcymangan, 46*2, that is, of the same

nature as his grandfather Cyngen (Cincen in the Har-

leian pedigree) who doubtless fought in the earlier battles
;

hymangan is (excepting the hy-) a beautiful example of Old

Welsh spelling, not quoted above because I liad not de-

tected it : transliterated into modern spelling it is as clear as

daylight
—

cyf-anian.' Finally all the world is
" thrall to

Cj'uan,
"

46*4, a remark which, it will be remeuibered, the

poet also made of Urien. The metre of the poem is rhym-

ing half-lines of five syllables, which is that of "
Uryen

Yrechwydd" and""Llywydd echassaf
" above

;
and old

rhymes occur : -eh and -ec
(
= -eg ) rhyrae with -et

(
=

-ed).

The poera ends with Rynan, with whicli it begins ; on this

return to the beginning see note, p. 192 above
; trawsganu

in the title seems to be an obsolete technical term denoting

a poem containing this feature, as traius-gynghanedd is a

1 Mr. Phillimore in Owen's Peííi., part iii, p. '281, nnderstands all

the battles to be Cynan's; but I do not think that is the natural in-

terpretation. It is also difficult chronologically, though not ini-

possible : Cynan's son died at Chester about Ú13; this niakes Cynan
rather young to have fought Aircol, whose son had presumably been

reigning some time before Gihlas wrote, which was before 547.

-The actual Old Welsh spelling would be chnanr/an. The modern

cyf- would of couise be chn-; and the fact that the consonantal i of

anian dues not afiect the preceding vovvel proves tliat it coines from

(/, like the i of arian 'sih'er' from *ar(/ant-, or of Vrien wliich in Old

Welsh spelling is urhyen as above noted. The Old Hritish form of

anian would be *an(lo-(/an-, cognate (except for the do of the prefix)

with the Latiii in-yenium; see Grani. p. 2(39. Dr. Evans reads
'
yynyhein yymanyan'\ which he renders " harmoiiizes tlie orchestra

"
!

lÌ, 94, 95.
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cynghanedd in which the answering consonants are at the

two ends of the line.^

"
Mydwyf Taliesin deryò ", p. 69, has been understood

to be an eleg-y on Cunedda. In the ]\Lyvyrian, p. 60, it is

entitled " Marwnad Cunedda "
; but the sole source of the

Myvyrian text is the Book of Taliesin, in which the poem
has no title. Thus for " Marwnad Cunedda "

there is no

manuscript authority. Cunedda Avas Maelgwn's great-

grandfather, accordiug to the Harleian pedigree {Y Cym-
mrodor, ix, 170) ;

he came from Manaw Gododdin in the

North, and drove out the Irish from Gwynedd with great

slaughter 146 years before the reign of Maelgwn, as we

learn on the excellent authority of the " Saxon Genea-

logies
"

in a passage reproduced in our frontispiece.

Possibly the " cxxxxvi "
whicli has been rendered in words

in our facsimile had an x or two too many ;
but the great-

grandfather of Maelgwn, must belong to the early part of

the fifth century, and could hardly have been the subject

of au elegy by Taliesin. Stephens deals with this diffi-

culty in an article in the Arch. Camb., 1852, reprinted in

The Gododin, p. 356
;
he says :

This poem has been a great stumbling-bloclí in the way of

all rational accovints of Taliesin and his poems. Is it an ancient

or a modern poem ? If read withont any misgivings as to the

chronology, the poem carries with it all the marks of antiqnity ;

there is an ntter absence of any romantic or fictitious element
;

it has all the appearance of an historical poem, and possesses all

the attributes which belong to the other poems of Tahesin.

His proposed solution consists in an attempt to prove,

despite the Nennian evidence, that Cunedda lived till

about 550 ! It is a curious juggling with figures which

Skene rightly dismisses as "
very inconclusive ", F.A.B.,

^ It is of course absurd to suppose that this poem is a " satire
"

;

and there is no more reason for supposing that trawsffanu is a
' satirical song

' than there wouhl be for tahing traws-yynr/haìiedd to

mean a '

satirical cynghanedd '.
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ii, 418. Nash sujçgests anotlier explanation {Taliesin, p.

85):
It is, howevGr, possible that this poein may originally have

been a production of the sixth century. There wonld be a

reason why one of the bards who ministered to the pleasures of

the court of Maelgwn Gwynedd should have selected as a subject

for his muse the praise of the renowned ancestor of that chief-

tain.

This suggestion overlooks the fact that it must at any

time have seemed somewhat unreal to mourn the death

of a person who has been more than a centurj in his grave.

As Nash admits the possibility of the poem's genuineness

only to reject it, it seems strange that he did not fix upon

the apparent anachronism as proving his case : Taliesin

mourning Cunedda is just the sort of mistake that a

medieval fabricator would be likely to make— it is, in fact,

a mistake that the medieval copyist did make. Nash's

argument is, however, quite different : he takes canonhydd

to mean "
according to the canons ", so that the line which

contains it must be late, and proceeds
—

Like the rest of its chiss, the piece exhibits no marks of

antiquity in its language or sentiments
;
on the contrary, it is

smoother and mnre polished than many other pieces in the

same collection.

That a person who is so ignorant of Welsh as to render

i yilydd
" the retreat ", and to miscopy ei ofn ai arswyd Miis

fear and dread' as ei ofn ai arfwyd, rendering it
" fear of

his arms ", should take upon himself to lay down the law

as to marks of antiquity in the language is a piece of im-

pudence which is unfortunately not unparalleled in the

criticism of these poems. Every Welsli-speaking cliild

understands i yilydd 'each other
'

; yet it is a phrase tliat

goes back to Primitive Keltic, for it is found not only in

Breton (e yile), but also in Irish (a chêle). Thus the

phrase, though still repeated by us every day, was used by

our ancestors more than a thousand years before the time
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of Taliesin. But this poem does iiot contain many phrases

that are easily understood ; so far from exhibiting
" no

marks of antiquity ", it exhibits more than most. The

text is more corrupt than that of the majority of the songs

to Uryen ;
and the poem contains a relatively larp^er num-

ber of rhymes of the early type. Professor Rice Rees, in

his Essay on the Welsh Saints, p. 114 fn., regards it as

"
perhaps the earliest specimen of Welsh poetry extant "

;

it was composed, he suggests, not by Taliesin, but by an

earlier bard of tlie same name ! Its difficulty is such that

it has entirely baffled the translators: Stephens's version is

mostly wild guess-work ;
Nash's I have already spoken of—

it is characteristic of him to talk about the " sentiments "

of a poem which is entirely beyond his comprehension ;

Erobert Williams is content, as he usually is in cases of

difficulty, with producing mere nonsense. Dr. Evans

translates his own re-hash of the poem, which is not even

in the metre of the original, and in which, as usual, half

the "
cymeriadau

"
are violated.

The poem laments the death of a representive of the

house of Cunedda Avho has been lcilled in a fratricidal war

with his kinsmen of the clan of Coel Godebawc. Cune-

dda's father was Edern
;
his mother is said to have been

Gwawl, daughter of Coel
;
in the poem the descendants of

Cunedda are called Edyrn, and the descendants of Coel,

Coeling or Coelyn. In the original forni of the poem the

dead prince was referred to by name at least thrice and by

lineage twice. Taking the latter fìrst, these fìve refer-

ences are as follows : (1) In line 43 of the poem he is

called mah Edern, 70" 11
;
this is literally true of Cunedda,

and if it is the original reading it would convince the

medieval glossator or copyist that this obscure poem which

names Cunedda several times niust be an elegy on him.

But in poetry, and even the prose of antiquity, "son" may
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denote a ' descendant ',
in the singular as well as in the

plural, as Mephibosheth is called the " son of Saul
"

his grandfather, 2 Sam. xix, 24, so tliat the expression

is ambiguous. When the person meant is otherwise

known he may be called the " son
"

of his ancestor, as

everj man is a son of Adam. The next reference clears

up the ambiguity. (2) In line 21 the dead prince is

called yscyìiyal GuìieSaf, 69'21, which the scribe did

not understand, for he wrote the ys separately ;
the

"
cymeriad

" with asciurn confirms the reading yscynyal.

This is a participial form, e.g., wyhyr ysgynnyal B.A. 15*1 1

'

sky-ascending
'

; as a noun ' ascendant
'

it was rephiced

by esgynnyS. It may seem strange that this should

be used for a tíescendant ;
nevertheless it is a fact :

the degrees of descent are usually given as niab, ûyr,

gorwyr, goresgynnyh (e.g., Anc. Laws,ìì, p. 86) ;
itis obvious

that originally ítyr and gorwyr must have been followed

by esgynnyB and goresgynnyS, and thus esgynnyh would be

the orrecit-srreat-o'randson. I do not wish to suggest that

yscynyal is used here in this strict technical sense, though

it would be exactly right, for we do not know how old the

narrowed sense can be, and it is more likely that by

yscynyal CuneSa the poet meant simply
' descendant of

Cunedda '. (3) Line 15 of the poem reads thus, 69'17 :

Marw Cunebaf a gwynaf a gwynit.

The end-rhyme is -yS; the last words should therefore be

a gwynaf, a gipynyS, or rather ae cwynaf, ae ciüynyh, see

note
;
this is made certain by the "

cymeriad
" and by a

parallel passage. The line should be eight syllables long;

as it stands it is ten
;

it seems therefore that the name

CuneSaf has been substituted for a name of one syllable.

(4) The prince's death is referred toin line 29 as A8oet hun
' the death of huìi

' and (5) in line 50 as difa hun Goeliwg
' that hun was slain by the Coeling ', being the regular
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preposition used to introduce the agent afìer a verbal

noun.^ In Old Welsh the deraonstrative pronoun liwn

' this one '

is written ìiunn
;

final -nn is written quite

regularly even in syllables that became unaccented later
;

our scribe must have been quite familiar with hunn, which

he writes Jmn (4o"24); the fact, therefore, that here he

wrote hun, not once but twice, proves that the original

word was not hunn. In an Insuhir hand in which the tall

strokes are little longer than others h and r were liable to

be confused ;
and as hun makes no sense in either of these

passaoces, it seems that it must be an error for run, and

that the poem is an elegy on Rhf/n, the son of Maelgwn.
This is in accordance with everything we know of RJiun',

almost the ouly information that tradition has handed

down to us about him is that he fought against the men of

the North, and that Taliesin sang on one of his expeditions ;

see above p. 47. Maelgwn is not mentioned
;
but there is

clearly a lacuna in the poem ;
and the bard is mainly con-

cerned with Rhun's descent from Cunedda and Coel.

In the printed editions of the poem (I am of course

not referring to the diplomatic text) the metre is deranged,

and internal rhymes are confused with end rhymes ;
none

of the editors has guessed what the metre is, or understands

the nature and position of the rhymes. As these things

must be determined before any verbal emendations are

attempted, I insert notes on metre and rhyme before the

text. It will be seen that the rhymes not only bear

witness to the great aiitiquity of the poem, but throw

further light on the early system of rhyming,

^
Difa is a yerbal noun: when the verb is transitive the agent of

the verbal noun is put before it with i, or after it with o, as I pointed
out in Y Genineìi, 1887, p. 181. The latter construction, though
obsolete in the spoken ianguage, is familiar from its frequent use by
the translators of the Bible, as cyn canu ó'r ceiliog, Matt. xxvi, 34

;

for other references see Pedr Hir's Key and Guide [1911], pp. 26, 27.
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The Metre and Rhymes of "Marwnad Rhun".

The inetre is
"
Byr a Thoddaid". This is made up of "

cyhydedd
fer

" and " toddaid byr ", in other words, of lines of 8 syllables inter-

spersed with couplets of 10, 6. The end of the " toddaid byr", o

couplet of 10, 0, must rhyme with the group of hnes of 8 to which it

is joined ;
this "

chief-rhyme
"
may also occur in the Hne of 10, two

or three syllables froui the end, as in the first line of an ordinary

englyn ;
but this is optional. In the " toddaid byr

"
the short second

line is connected with the íìrst either by a correspondence of con-

sonants at the end of the first and heginning of the second, as 'm ginr

and (jwrawl in lines 47-8 ;
or by the end of the first rhyming with the

third syllable of the second, as in tydiced and ici/neb 21-2 {-ed and -eb\&

a good rhyme). It is improbable that any lines in this metre were

orisinally lons or short ; lines of 9 would confuse the metre with that

later called "
gwawdodyn

" which consists of lines of 9 mixed with

"toddaid" couplets (10, 9). Extra syUables are in all cases doubtful

in lines of 8, and probably the whole of " Gweith Gwen Ystrat",

lines 1-22, above p. 161, should have been regularized, e.g., by sub-

stituting iiZ for lüledic in Hne 2, omitting ricy in Hne 5, etc, as well as

malíing the corrections suggested in the notes.

The chief-rhyme in the first fifteen lines is -^S, with variants -ijr,

-ijl as foHows; hijferjyr, 1. 7 ; probably myr, 1. 8
; yyfyl, 1. 12.

These Hnes are foUowed by three lines with the rhyme -vn, and

two with the rhyme-«'??i or -wrn. I do not know that any minimum

of rhyming Hnes was prescribed ;
but I cannot help thinking that a

iacuna exists here consisting of the last lines of the -im group and

the first Hnes of the -wm group. It may be suggested that one of the

rhyming words in the lost Hnes of the first group may have been the

name of llhun.

Lines 21 to 28 have the rhyme -wyt; the irregularities are due to

textual corruption and are dealt with in thenotes.

Lines 29 to 38 have the rhyme -cf, with variants -ay and -aw. It

has been supposed that the fact that Cune^a rhymes here with-o/, and

is even spelt CuneSaf, proves that the poem is quite late. Dr. Evans

says that there is no CuneSaf, but there is a CuneSa, for which his

authority is
"
B(ruts) 317"! But he says

" the rhyme demands a

final V here. Read ryji cu nav "
! The explanation of the spelling

Cu7ie8af in our text is that the scribe, or a glossator whose " cor-

rections" he copied, was as ignorant as Dr. Evans of the old system

of rhyming, and beHeved that " the rhyme demands a final v here ".

As already stated above, p. 91, the oldest spelling of this name is

Cuneday which is seen in our frontispiece, line 14; this represents

the pronunciation CuìieSay, in which y is the soft mutation of y.
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which was sounded as a very soft ch
;

it bears the same relation to

ck that V does to^, or that 8 does to th. By the universal loss of y
iii Welsh the name became Cune^a. But before it was lost -aj formed

a good rhyme with -au (written -af), and also with -aw.

The correspondence of y and w is also seen in the next group,

lines 39 to 44. The rhyme is -ew : but two of the rhyming words,

cyjleio and anaeleui, are so spelt because the scribe thought that
" the rhyme demands a fìnal

"
iü. The words are cyjle and anaele,

which must have been originally cyjiey and anaeley ;
thus -ey rhymes

with -ew.

An important result follows. We have seen in this and other

poems that 8 frequently rhymes with r ov 1,\ but we have come across

no example of S rhyming with / {v). Again in the above examples

we find/rbyming with 7 and w, but not with 8. It seems therefore

that the rhyming of soft spirants was not indiscriminate ; they were

instinctively divided into two classes,the clear (dental) 8, /, /•,
and the

dull (labial and guttural)/, ic, y ;
and clear were rhymed with clear,

and duU with duU. Examples of the former rhymes are very

numerous ;
the latter are comparatively rare. We find, however, in

the old poems in B.B. 18-27 the following rhymes, which confìrm the

above classification :
—

(1) clear : reuve8, argel, p. 20
; merweryS,

even(/yl, 22; ylythwyr, dievyl, 26;—(2) dull : youchaf, day' {oî course

spelt da) 24
; tanySpf, anuyrey (spelt tayde, arrere) 25 : see tany^rf, B.A.

26-14, arwyre B.T. 56-14. The distinction does not apply to explo-

sives, for b, d, g are rhymed with each other indiscriminately.

The last rhyme-group in the poem, lines 45 to 50 has the rhyme

-yny, with the variant -ynn in unbyn, 1. 48. The spelling -my in

dieSmg, 1. 45, and Coeling, 1. 50, represents the medieval and modern

modification of -yny. A double nasal can correspond to any com-

bination of consonant and nasal, because the nasal sound predomi-

nates
;
thus lw)n (i.e. Iwmm, for m is always double) rhymes with

ascwrn in 11. 19-20. That is why the 3rd pl. of the verb so often

ends in -yn, -an, etc, in these poems ;
it is not because it was

sounded -yn or -an when the poems were written, but because

-ynt and -ytiìi formed a good rhyme ;
but late copyists, who

themselves dropped the -t, naturally imagined that the bard

dropped it. A good example of nasal rhymes occurs in 41 "S'^,

where all the foUowing are rhymed together : dybySynt, bnjnn,

ronynn, mechteyrn. In line 13 of our poem we find Etwyn and

Coelyn rhyming ;
the ìvy must be ir misread as ui (one of the com-

monest errors, see above p. 164, II. 4-6), and the rhyme is Edyrn and

Coelyng (the name Edioin rhymes with breenhin B.B, 75"7). The -yng

of Coelyng is probably for *-yyn from -iknì, the plural of -ihnos, the

Keltic suíKx used to form patronymics, as in the Gaulish Toutissicnos
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'son of Tüutissos '; tho pl. occnrs in the North Itiilian Todi inscrip-
tion : Tanotalihnoi 'sons of üannotalüs'. (The Ohl Eng. patrony-
mic -ing is a different formation, coniing from original *-enkos,

Brugniann IP i, 485.) It is evi(1ent that (jwin, 1. 49, with its single
n and long i (from Lat. vhmm) cannot rhyme with the words of

the gronp, and must tlierefore be a mis-reading.
The "cymeriadau" are shown by the mark t placed after the

catchword.

- MARWNAD RHUN.
1 Mi'ydwyf Taliessin deryb ar gwawt;

Ry godolaf vedyb,

Bedyò rwyb r(i)yfebeu (ei)Do(l)/yb.

Kyfrwnc allt a(c) Aallt ac echwyb
5 Ergrynawr Cuneba(f) c(reiss)e?/ryb

Yng Kaer Weir a Chaer Liwelyb ;

Ergrynawt kyfma(t)wt kyfergyr. t

Kyf(a)?<n ^wanec t(a)on tra mr ton llupaw

Lhipawt glew gilyb,
10 Kan ^af/a^s^í (ywh);yí?el uch elv^b

Mal ucheneit gwynt wrth onwyb ;

Kef(y)nder«' c(h)y(n)i'ygi(n)í ý gyfyl
<^y'ach)—

Et(w)y;-n a Choelyn^ kerenhyb.
Gwiscant (?) veirb kywrein ka(n)//onyb :

15 Marw (Cunebaf) Run a gwynaf a gvvyn(it)yS. t

Cwynitor tewbor tewb(u)m, diarchar,

Dychyfal, dychyfun ;

D(yf)iynveis dyf(y)ngleis dychyfun.

Ymadrawb (cwded-)?wíÄ ^awb (?) caletlwm,
20 Caletach wrth (elyn) âl noc ascwrn. t

Yscynyal Cuneba(f) kyn k(y)wys (a) t(h)ytwet
Y wyneb a gatw(e)yt ;

Kanweith kyn bu lleith yn dorglwyt
Dych(ludent);/)-c/iei wr Bryneich (ym) pymlwyt;

2ö (ef) Canet rac y of (y)n ae arswyt

Oergerb(et) kyn bu dayr dog(y)n ý (d)y/w(e)yt.
Heit haval am wybwal gn e(b)re,^wy(t)s gw(ei)an(aw)^

Gwaeth llyfreb noc abwyt. t

Aboet (h)7t'un, (dimyaw) dymhun (?) a gwynaf
30 Am lys am ;tví'g(r)ys Cuneba(f)y.
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^Ani hyd(y)rver mór, ^am ry-aflaw ^,
^ in MS.

Hallt, am breib a (f)swrn aballaf.

Gwawt veirb a o(g)íZon a o{g)ííaf,

A(c)e (-reill)r2/a r(e)/fon a rifaf : f

35 R(y)2fedavvr yn ervlavvb anaw

Cant gorwyb (kyn) ky(m)/un Cunebay.

Rymafei oe biw blith y(r)M haf
,

Rymafei ebystrawt (y) gaeaf,

Rymafei win gloyw ac olew,

40 Rymafei tor(o)f keith rac un trew.

(ef ) Dy(f waS. ogressur o gyfle(w)')',

Gw(e)o;ladur, pennadur pryt llew. t

Lludwy v(e)j!/bei gywlat rac mab Ed(e)7/rn

Kyn Edyrn anaele(w)7.

45 (ef) Dywal, diarchar, dieb(i)î/ng,

Ann-yf/reu a(g)?-cheu dychyfyng.

(ef) Goborthi aes yman r(e)írgorawl gwir,

Gwrawl oeb ý unbynw.

Dymhun (a) c(h)yfatcun a (thal gwin) d'éyrn ;

50 Kamdí-a diva (h)fiun o Goel(i)yMg.

THE DEATHSONG OF RHUN.

1 I am Taliesin ardent in song ;

I rejoice in Baptism,

Baptism, the grace of the fulness of the Lord.

Between hill and sea and river

5 The strongholds of Cunedda are shaken

Tn Durham and Carlisle :

The conflict of kinsfolk shakes them.

Like the surge over seas of wave [devouring] wave

The brave devour each other,

10 For war has been waged in the land,

Like the sigh of the wind among ashtrees
;

Cousin fights his fellow (^/oss, relative)
—

Edern's sons and the Coeling, their kinsmen.

The bards adorn (?) [theirj ingenious conceits :

15 It is the death of Rhun that I mourn and shall mourn.

Mourned is [he who was our] bulwark [atid] stronghold
—fearless

Peerless, matchless
;

In the depths(?) of [his ?] deep wound, matchless.
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His answer to insult (?) was hard and short,

L'O He was harder to an enemy than a bono.

Descendant of Cnnedda, till tlie cutting of the sod [of his grave]
His honour was kept ;

A hundred times before he was hiid on a hurdle,

He joined battle with the men of Bernicia
;

25 There was sung from fear and dread of him

A song of woe ere his portion of earth was his covering.
A horde like a pack of hounds around a cover beset him—

Cowardice is worse than death !

By the death of Rhun I mourn the fall

30 Of the court and girdle of Cimedda.

For the tide of the sea, for the salnion

Of the brine, for herds and abundance I shall fail.

The song of the bards that they sing I wiU sing,

And the numbers that they number I will number ;

35 There are numbered as princely largess

A hundred steeds such as Cunedda [gave].

He gave me of his milch kine in summer,
He gave me horses in winter,

He gave me sparkHng wine and oil,

40 He gave me a guard of serfs against ill omen.

He was a doughty assailant in a rencounter—
Ruler, chieftain with the aspect of a lion.

The land of the enemy would be ashes before the son of Edern

Ere the overthrow of Edern's sons.

45 He was doughty, fearless, generons—
To manifohl requests openhanded.

He bore his shield in the very van,

[Though] his captains were brave.

It is the fall of a noble king ;

50 It is a tragedy that Rhun was slain by the Coeling.

NoTES ON " Marwnad Rhun ".

Translations : Stephens, reprinted in The Gododin, 362 ; Nash,

'raliesin, 82 ; Robert WilUams, F.A.B., i, 257 ;
Dr. Evans, II, 121.

Line 1.—I take gicawt to be the phrase arguaut (ar ìoatot) which the

scribe has repeatedly miscopied ;
see above pp. 137-8.

Line 2.— Ry (/odulaf; cf. ry yolychaf i'iA-'l, p. 138 above. The con-

sonantism y«Yí«'rt'|//o/í implies a d, not 5. Godoli 'to rejoice in
'

:

Godolei yle^yf e yare8,yodolei lemein e ryvd B.A. 12*20,
' He rejoiced in

p2
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the sword of his vengence (?), he rejoiced in leaping into war '

;
O loin-

weith a meSwieth dt/f/odoh/n ib. 15'9, godolei o heit meirch 37"20. Irish

tol 'will, desire '.
—

Baptism=Christianity, see p. 173.

Line 3.—The line is a syllable long in the MS. Probably

eidoly^ is an error for Dofyo ;
this is suggested by the line

Nis rydraeth ryreSeu {kyvoeth) rivy8eu Dovy8, B.B. 27 ' Not [all

the] wealth of the Lord's works can relate it' [viz., what wiU

be done on jndgement day], where kyvoeth is an obvioas gloss on

ryveSeu, confirming the old meaning 'abundance', see note abovç,

p. 178. Jiicy8 as a noun (oi'ig.
' course

')
survives only as an

abstract noun suffix, and in the phrase Duid'n rhicydd!
' God

prosper [you]'. The corresponding form riadh in Sc. Gaehc

means ' interest '. Perhaps
'

produce
' would be near the meaning

(cf. ricySheu, rwyS, B.A. 29"19'22), and as applied to the Diety 'bless-

ing, grace'. Ryfeheu
'

abundance, fulness'
; cf. "Of his fulness have

all we received, and grace for grace ", John, i, 16. I am unable to

exp]ain the error eidoly^ for dofyS, unless there was some confusion

in the copy between ryfeSeu Dofyh and ryfeheu elfyS
' the fuhiess of

the earth', which seems to have been a common phrase, cf remedaut

elbid in the Juv. Cod. F.A.B., ii, p 1. Although eidoìyd appears to

be a misreading here, it seems to be a real Avord, as it occurs again,

spelt eidyolyd in 74'16, though Silvan Evans states that " the only
known instance of its occurrence "

is here (6910).

Line 4.—a hallt, see above p. 68 fn.

Line 5.—The line is a syllable long; creisse)'y8 is a ghost-word ;

the translators take it to mean ' burner '

(from crasu 'to bake'!),

except Dr. Evans, who makes it
' crosier-bearer

'

! It must be a dis-

syllable, and it seems possible that it represents the scribe's bung-

ling over ceirid (i.e. ceyry8). The medieval plurals of caer are caereu,

ceyry8 <and caeroe8 ; and as they are all re-formations it is impossible
to say that any one is older than any other.

Line 6.—See pp. 61 and 58-9 above.

Line 7.—kyfat-\wt. The error is partly due to the Iine-division.

The word niust be a dissyllable ;
and hyfnawt satisfies rhyme, metre

and sense; on nawt cf. p. 143 above.

Lines 8, 9.—The couplet is two s^'llables short, and there is no

catchword at the end of the first line
;
a word with the consonants of

llupawt would most ]ike]y be some form of this word itseif
;
and the

v.n. used participially is possible, and accouiíts for tlie omission,

because to a scribe wlio understood little of metre or matter it might
seem to be an error of repetition in tlie copy (as such metrical

correíîpondences so often seem to Dr. Evai)s). Kyfan shouid, doubt-

less, be hyfun, a form used severa! times in tiie poem. Llupaw, ?a

denominative from Lat. lûpus, cf. Eng. to wolf.
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Line 10.—ywhel is the scribe's transliterution of iulwì, wliich is

doubtless his misreading of ribel (i.e. ryveì), the first stroke of the /•

being mistaken for i which was often producerl below the line.

Line Il'.—kefyn(ioych\yn y ydn (the i or u begun as 6). There

seems to be a Iine-di\'ision error, and incorrect copying of what the

scribe failed to understand. It is difficult to amend the line ; but

when it is remembered that ch is geiierally a transHteration of c, the

emendation suggested will not .seem improbable. Thoiigh not so

near to tlie MS. reading, hyryyit
'

fights
'

is perhaps niore likely,

owing to its echo in kyvyl,\k\2M kynnyyn 'opponent', which is also

a .syllable short. That kyfach is a gloss on kyfyl seems evident.

Line 13.—Eticyn; ir misread as ui, see note on rhyme above.

Edyrn seems to be used as an adjective
'

heavy
'

by the late medieval

bards
;
as haich edyrn o bechodeu, Myv. 313a 18

;
but this use does not

seem to be early. Li B.A. 4'17 there seems to be a reference to the

war between the Edyrn and the sons of Coel Godebawc :

Edyrn diedyrn amygj'ní dir

A meib(yon) Godebawc, gwerin enwir.

Tlie pl. verb amyyyn
' defended

' shows that Edyrn is pl. ; diedyrn is

obviously diedyny (dieSyny) made to "
rhyme

" with Edyrn ;
as a

matter of fact, it rhymes well enough without the scribe's emenda-

tion, and vve have here another example of nasal rhymes -yrn, -yny,

-ynt. We can render the couplet then—
* The generous Edyrn defended [their] land

Against the sons of Godebawg, faithless host.'

Line 14.—Perhaps ywiseant is an error for yicëant (Old Welsh

^yneyant) 'they weave'; canonhyS is probably the word transcribed

ka/lovy8 in 41 '19: "A yr kerb gelvyò, py gêl kallony8'',
' he who

knows a cunning song, why does he conceal his wisdom ?' We have

found that the scribe sometimes copies li as 71
;
here lie seems to have

read // as ìi
;
in that case the word is a derivative of call.

Line 15.—a ywynit \
the rhyme shows that the ending should be

-y8; a yirynnf n ywyny8 has an exact parallel in the first line of

"Anrec Uryen", Y Cymmrodor, vii, 125;

Gogyvercheis, gogyfarchaf, gogyferchyö,
'I have greeted, I greet, I shall greet.'

In my Gr., p. 333, vi, I have shown that -y8. which became the ending
of the 2nd sg. pres.. would probably be common to all three persons

originally in accented verbs, and referred to traces of it in the 3rd.

These two examples seem to be clear cases of its use in tlie Ist

person, in both cases fut., as opposed to the pres. in -nf. Anolher

example, hitherto unexplained, of -i for old -y8, used in the Istas
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well as the 2ncl sg., also futiire, occurs in Mi ae guaredi, a thi ae gueli

B.B. 94'ö 'I wiU deliver them, and thou shalt see them '. The

relative a should probably be ae with the radical, see above p. 189.

Line 16.—tewSun should probably be teiü-^in 'thiclí fort
'

;
it may

be intended for a proest with -un of the other liues, as it is unlikely

that the i was rouuded to u by the w in Early Welsh as it seems to

have been later after u in Creu^un. But as noted above, a rhyme is

not absülutely necessary in this position. Note the rhj'me diarchar,

dychyfal, connectiug the two lines, see p. 207, 11. 11-13.

Line 17.—dy- with spirant, negative. We are wholly dependent
oii the scribe here, as i and y are not distinguished in Old Welsh.

The prefix is di-, and there is no reason to suppose that it might not

be followed by ch (for the usual y) like dy-, ry- and go- ; e.g. gochlyt

beside goglyt, etc. The initial foUowing these pretìxes was sometimes

doubled in British
;
the ch represents cc.

Line 18.—dyfynveis should be three syllables : it also occurs in

dwiiyn dyvynveÌ8 B.A. 291 5, and in the sg. as diynvas (3 syll.) in

" Anrec Uryen ", 1. 14 ( Y Cymmrodor, vii, 125). Possibly this spelling

supplies a clue to the formation.

Line 19.—cwdedawd; the suggested emendation assumes gurtc

misread as cudet.

Line 21.—There is no reason for yatwet where the rhyme requires

gatwyt. The scribe misread i as e in several words in this poem,

e.g. dwet 1. 26, ve^ei 1. 43.

Line 24.—Dychludent ;
irc read as lut, and ei read as -et and tran-

scribed -ent (the 3rd pl. ending is -ynt, not -ent, in the imperf.).

Liue 25.—<=/"is a scribal insertion which makes the iine too long;

so in 11. 41, 4o, 47.

Line 26.—oeryer^ ; gerSet for gerS is clearly a scribal error. The

use of oer for
'

sad, painful ', etc, survived in poetry down to the

16th cent. and later.

dwet : the scribe toolc cluit for duet
;
the confusion of d and cl is

common, see above p. 165 : e for i, see note on 1. 21.

Line 27.—ehncyt, apparently an error for erchwys
*

pack ', possibly

written ehruis, and lead ehruit by the scribe.

gweinaw makes the line too long, aud is meaningless. A verb in

the 3rd sg. aorist is required, which should be a monosyllable with

the ÌDÌtial of gwaeth; gwant 'struck, attacked ', satisfies the con-

ditions.

Line 28.—aSwyt seems to be an oblique case, after {n)oc, of aSoet

cf. yn aSu-yt
' at his death '

43' 13, rac a8wyt, F.A.B., ii, 235.

Line 29.—ASoet. The use of abstract and verbal nouns without

prepositions in an oblique case of cause survived in poetry ;
an exact

parallel to the construction here is seen in the following couplet from
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the elegy on leuan ap Hywel Swrdwal by Hywel Dafydd about 1475

(Pen. MS. 100, f. 12Ö):

Marw leuan aeth fy mron i

Mor oer â thrum Eryri.

'•By the death of leuan my breast has gone
As cold as the ridge of Eryri.'

dimyaio, which seems a late denominative ' to annihilate '

(from

dim), is perhaps substituted for dymhim (rhyming with linn) which

appears to mean ' overthrow
',
see note ou 1. 49.

Line 30.—am grys. Rhys, Celt. Brit., 1884, p. 119, says that " the

cognate Irish criss always meant a girdle ", and suggests that crys is

a girdle here ; but there is no evidence that crys or its Breton equiv-
alent had that meaning ;

and as the metre requires a dissyllable

there can hardly be any doubt that the correct reading is yuregys.

Pedersen explains this as *gice-grys: Gven if this is right the Breton

grouis shows that the metathesis is too old to allow us toassurae that

grys is simply an error for we-grys. Auother explanation of gwregys
is assumed by Walde s.v. rica.—The "girdle" was doubtless, as Rhys,

l.c, suggests, the emblem of authority of the Gwledig, representing
the gold belt which was the badge of oíBce of the Dux Britanniarum.

Lines 31, 32.—The scribe seems to have jumped from one «m to

the other and written the second plu'ase first
;
he then wrote the

second, and, not perceiving the rhyme which had been thus misplaced,

neglected to insert the usual marks for '

transpose '. The word

hydyrver
' tide

'

hardly gives a satisfactory sense, and may be a mis-

reading.

/wr7i ;
it is clear that '

furnace ' makes no good sense ; swrn is

suggested by am swrn am gorn Ruhelyn, B.A. 26"13; sicrìi 'great

qtiaiitity or number
',

cf. L. 6. Cothi, 459, 1. 20 of poem.
Line 33.—a ogon a ogaf ior a icodon a ?ro^í«/'(«' is generally lost

before o, as in the prefix gwo-); the scribal error consists in the

commou misreading of t as c, the original form of the verbs being

probably guotont, gìiotam, from a verbal noun guotim from guatit
'

song ', like noddi from nawdd, etc.

Line 34.—The analogy of 1. 33 shows that refon cont:iius the error

so often made in these lines of reading i as e
;
tho scribe made the

same mistake in rim which he ought to have transliterated as rif;

but he read the î'as e, and the m as ill, an<l so took tlie word to be

ereill. The original reading was probably hai rim, that is ae rif.

Possibly r//'means
'

rliyme
' and a play on the word was iutended.

Line 35.—Byfedaicr ; probably rifedor, -edor being the strictly

correct medieval form of the passive ending usually written -etor

{Gr. 334).
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ewlauB- The dictionaries' explanation of blaicdd as 'activity' and

and as an udj.
' active

'

is to be traced back to a bad guess of Wni.

Lli'n's, see Dr. Davies, s.v. As the word may be the exact phonetic

equivalent of the Sanskrit inürdh-án-, it occurred to me some years

ago that it might be the same word, and meant 'head, leader, chief
',

etc. Silvan Evans's examples, which completely belie the meaning
he gives, seem to confirm this : Ef rlcac^ Jxi/frieu 'he is the chief of

his fellow-princes
'

; Blaidd blaenf/ar, blairdd tri/dar trais, Avhere blairdd

is obviously in apposition with blaidd blaengar ;
taric triìi, ayi (? read

ar) vì/8in blaicdd, 'leader of an army' immediately followed by
arbenic llu 'chief of a host' (B.B. 97'13). Turning to the com-

pounds, under aerjlaìcdd we find aercleiS, aerrlaicS tei/rneS
' battle-

wolf, battle-leader of kings', and naicB aerJlaicÒ aerjleih\ under

cadjìaicdd again, Cof cadjiaicè à'm caicS cCni carai ' the memory of a

battle-chief who Ioved me grieves me
'

; what sense did Silvan Evans

imagine
" battle-tumult " made in that line

;
or in his next example?

Dos . . . ar (/atvlaic8
' Go to the battle-chief

'—where the bard

addresses a messenger whom he is sending to Llywelyn ap Madawc,

Mi/v. 281a. In the B.T. we have u8 tra blatcS 634, where blatcS is an

adj. Hence I have rendered e/-i'Zaíí:S 'princely'.

aìiaw. Mr. Ifor Williams has shown that this word means not
'

muse, music
', etc, as the dictionaries say, but '

bounty, largess ',

etc, Gemaur Goyynfeirdd, 1910, pp. 100-2.

Line 36.—The line is a syllable long, and Jcyn should be omitted
;

hyniun is the Old Welsh ciniun partly transliterated ; it should be

kyfun, a word used also in J. 8, and compounded in 11. 17, 18. The

repetition of a word is a feature that is noticeable in some of these

poems; that is why I think the emendation in p. 172, 1. 3 above, not

improbable; see note, p. 174. The meaning of ìîyfun here is 'like,

similar to
',
as iu dy-chyfun

• matchless
',

1. 17, cf. cimun idaic
' an equal

to him', B.A. 38-14

Lines 37-40.—Bymafei. In B.B. 91 we have De-us, re-en, rymaicy
awen

;
this is a syllable long, and the facsimile seems to show that an

attempt has been made to delete they, which would give rymaw awen
;

thus rymaw seems to mean 'grant
'

or •

grant me', taking the in as

the infixed pronoun 'me': '

grant me a muse '. In B.T. 3'12 we
have rymaicyr dy ìceSi foUowed by rymyicares dy voli, which we may
take to mean '

may [my] prayer to Thee be granted me
',
and '

may
praise of Thee save me'; the latter, which is certain, confirms the

former. In 4"2 occurs ryìnawyr ym jKit[er'\ ym pechawt: the first ym
is an unconscious repetition of the -m- and makes the line too long ;

the meaning seems to be '

may [my] prayer be granted me in sin '.

Lastly, Meen, rymawyr titheu herreifant om kare8eu, 3ö"22; here titheu

seenis to be an error for inheu supplementing -??i-
;
for '

may thei'e be
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given me
' cannot have a subject

* thou ', as the subject is
'

foi-give-
" ness of niy sins '. We seem then to have two forms surviving in

prayers only : ri/maw 'grant uie' ; rymaìci/r {—rymaic-uyr), pres. subj.

passive (properly impersonal) 'may there be given me '

;
these arç

the parts of the verb mostly iised in prayer ;
cf . Dyro inni heddyw . . .

Gimeler dy eioyllys. Though the evidence is confused by misreadings,

owing to the phrase being obsolete, it seems to justify the assump-
tion that rymafei stands for ry-m-aicei

' he gave me '•

Line 40.—un treic, literally
' one sneeze '

;
this was an iU omen

;

cf.
"

I hear one sneeze. ... I wiU not believe an omen {cocl) ;
for it

is not true {certh, cf. p. 140 above) : the Lord wlio created me wiU

fortify me." B.B. 82*4'6, on starting on a voyage. Superstitions

connected with sneezing ai'e widespread. The custom of saying
" God bless you" to one who sneezes is well known

;
in ancient

Greece the salutation was " Zeíì a-Q>(Tov" ; among the Romans,
"Salve"; in India it is "Live", to which the sneezer replies

" with

you
"

; similar salutations were and are used among the Hebrews and

Mahometans ; Tylor, Priniitive Culture, 1891, i, 100-1. It was vari-

ously regarded as a good or bad omen
;
see Liddell and Scott, s.v.

*T7ra.'ipM.
In India " It is an iU omen, to which among others the

Thugs paid great regard on starting on an expedition ", Tylor, op.

cit. 101 ;
so " in Keltic folk-lore in a group of stories turning on the

superstition that anyone who sneezes is liable to be carried away by
the fairies, unless their power be counteracted by an invocation, as

'God bless j'ou'", op. c, 103. There is probably significance in the

"one" sneeze :

" The rabbins . . . say that before Jacob men never

sneezed but once and then immediately d," hence the "
salutary

exclamation," I. D'Israeli, Curiosities of Lit., Routledge, 1S93, p. 48.

See other references in Tylor, op. cit., 97-104.

Line 41.—oyressur. There seem to be two stems, cryss- (in yicr a

yry.ssyassant B A. 9'3'10, etc.) which seems to be allied to cerdd-ed

(vowel gradation er : ry) ; and yryss- connected with Lat. gradior,

yressns. As the forni in the text may be a compound of the former

with ywo-, yo-, there seems no reason to amend it. The e may be for

y, original i, see note on 1. 21.

cyfle. Here again the literal meaning seenis to give the

required sense ; the word now means '

opportiniitj', convenience '

;

formerly it meant also 'convenient place
'

(see Sihan Evans, s.v.) ;

the latter which is the more primitive meaning is clearly derived

froin
'

adjacent place', cyf-le\ hence probably o yyfie
' at close

quarters '.

Line 43.—Llndwy. That this isthe Early Welsh snund is proved by

the fact that it is the only jìossible oiiginal of the two modern forms:

(1) North Walian and modern literary lludio, cf. Gromo for Gromoy,
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etc.
; (2) South Walian lludy (or lludu), cf. Moicddy îov Mauddicy :

see -., § 78, i (2), ii (1).

veèei\ e for y, original i
;
see note on line 21. The forms of the

verb '
to be

', bydd, byddei, bu, oedd, etc, were not preceded by the

relative a when they came immediately after the complement, or (in

other words) where they correspond to yiü in the present tense
;
the

relative is regularly used when it is itself the subject, thus a

vy8ei corresponds to sydd in the present tense. Fn. 3, p. 120 above,
refers to the former cases.

ryiclat 'adjoining country', chiefly used as a "possessive" (or

bahiii-rìhi) compoiind, meaning a ' man of an adjoining country',
' an

enemy'; here it appears to be used literally, as in B.A. STIS.

Edern, probably the old genitive Edyrn forming a perfect rhyme
with Edyrn in the next line

;
but of course a "

proest
"
or half-rhyme

is possible.

Line 44.—anaeleic. The word is an-aele
;

cf . aele, Prydydd y
M.och., Myv. 207 a, Elidir Sais 240b, Gwalchniai ]49b; aele, anaele, an.

355 b. Dr. Davies attributes anaeleu to D. Benfras, but that is a

misreading for anadleu 220 b 35. Anaeleu B.T. 144 and Myv. ì'èlh

should be aeleu ' sorrows
', probably p]. of aelaic: anaeleu 315 b is a

compound of this. Aele may be from '^ad-ley- (as it is probable that

d might be so treated before as well as after a front vowel) from the

root *legh-
' to lie, lay '; cf. Irish do-lega

'

qui destruit '.

Ar,.—di-e^-yny ; e^-yny, prefix a^- from *ad- intensive : same

meaning as cyf-yny ;
di- negative.

Line 46.—Amryfreu,
' manifold

'

: Gicae yebydd ó'i yabl amryffrau
(the V.]. //y/ryí^á is obvious]y a misreading) Myv. 271 a 'Woe to the

miser because of liis manifold iniquities' ;
with dissimilation, r . . . l

for r ...?•: Ampryfieu donyeu dynya^on, Myv.. 201 b,
' Various are

the gifts of men'; substantiva] : //í«Yä a freu a fop ainriffre?/, BB.
88" 1

' fiuits and berries (?) and every diversity '.

'agheu, i.e. angheu, would be spelt ancou in old Welsh (it occurs

so spelt in Old Breton, Loth, Voc. 39) ;
archeu would be spelt arcou

;

by merely misreading r as n the latter would be converted into the

former.

àychyfyng in me^mxìg=di-gyfyng {Myv. 155 a 26, 164 a 10) ;
see

note ün I. 17.

Line 47.— Goborthi : -i is tlie old ending of the 3rd. sg. impf.,
variant of -ei, niodern -ai.

yman-\regoraìcl. The most probable reading seems to be yman
ragoraicl

' in the foremost place, in the van
', since rhagori is used

in this Fense, as in Ragorei, tyllei tricy ry^inawr B.A. 9']9 ' he went
in the van, he cut his way through armies'. Whetlier tlie following
word is gioir or gicr would not be indicated in the Old Welsh
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spelling, in which both would appear as (juir. The scribe evi(lently took

it for yioir, and he may be right ;
for the meaning cf. Eng. very frora

01(1 Fr. vprai, Fr. vrai. The word connects in sound with yuraicl in

the next line, but the metre requires a pause at the end of the long
line so that yicr yicrawl is improbable—apart from the tautology
'

manly men '.

Line 19.—Dy7nhu7i seems to mean '

overthrow, fall '. Gwalchmai
has lJy7ìiìiunis to7i icyrS tcrth Abei-ffraic 'A green wave broke near

Abertì'raw
', repeated with variations in his " Gorhofledd ", Myv. 144a.

The prefix is probably dym- as in dym-chicelyd 'overthrow
'

;
and the

steni probably stands for *ch{w)im perhaps cognate with Ml. Bret.

choìieìi '

(lying) on one's back ', Ir. fôen (^sôen) allied to Lat. supttius

(Fick-Stokes, 305) ;
zi is the regular Welsh equiva]ent of üld Irish öe.

The author's habit of repeating words makes it probable that this

was the word used in I. 29 to rhyme with Rhìm.

chyfatciin ;
the h may be taken to be the scribe's. It would be too

risky to amend this to catciai
' war-lord ', as amatyun occurs, 2"410,

though the meaning there is obscure. I take cyf-at-cim to be an

adjectival compound of cun '

lord, prince', and therefoi-e to mean
'

noble, princely '. The construction would also admit of a substan-

tive in tliis position, as caicr in cawr o ddyn ;
see next note.

thal ywÌ7i ;
the h as before. It has been shown above, p. 209, that

yinin cannot possibly be the rhyming word. As the scribe constantly
misreads ir as ui, we can be fairly certain that his yicin represents

yt'r»? in his copy ; it cannot be an error îorywipi
' white

',
for that would

be yuiim in the copy,and couhl not be mistaken for yicin. Now yÌ7-n

can hardly be anything but the last syllable of the word tey7-n, which

would be written teyÌ7'n or tiyirn in the copy ;
he read it as tlyuin,

and supplied the a to make it tâl yicin (which Nash alone of the

translators accepts as the reading). The modern o introducing a

noun dependent on an adjective, as in truan o ddy7i, was a in

Medieval and Old Welsh, see above p. 129, II. 5-8, hence cyfatcun a

dcyr7i
' a noble prince

' or '

king ', literally
' a noble [one] of a king '.

Line öO.—Kamda seems to be an error for ka77idra literally

'crooked turn
',
hence '

ill turn, calamity '. But it may be that the

original was cam hu (i.e. camfu) and that h was misread as d, and u

as a. The meaning would be substantially the same.

diva o, see above p. 206 and fn.

Coeliny.
" Whether Coeling is a proper name or not, is unknown",

says Nash, Tal. 84. It was unknown to him, and apparently to every-

body else at that tirae, and to Dr. Evans in our own days. Stephens
and R. WiIIiams render it "believer", Nash "testimony", and Dr.

Evans '"

superstitious (dread)"! There is, of course, no foundation

of any kin(l to any of these renderings : -y7iy is not a suílìx that forms
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names of the agent or abstract nouns. I have not troubled to look

up Edward Davies's translation in his Claims of Ossian, but Nash

says that he translates the last line " the race of a colonial city
"

!

None of the translators has understood the force of the o before

Coeliny ; Stephens thought it introduced the object ! Davies renders

it
" of ", the others " from ". Each of them is attempting to trans-

late with the aid of a dictionary from a language of which he does

not know the grammar. Stephens takes dymhun to be dim hun ' no

sleep
'

;
Nasli understands it as dymunaf

' I desire '. Dr. Evans's

Cysc, vad gun
"
sleep, dear lord

"
for cyfatcun shows that he is more

ignorant of Welsh grammar than the quarryman poet, Glan Padarn,
author of

"
Cwsy, fy anwylyd di-nam ". Nash renders the last two

lines thus :

I respectfully request a share of the banquet, and a recompense
in wine.

This has been with difficulty restored from testimony.

With this trivality, which must have seemed plausible enough to

those who had no knowledge of the language, and absolutely con-

YÌncing to Nash himself, contrast the incoherent raving of Robert

WiUiams :

Sleepiness, and condolence, and pale frotit,

A good step, wiU destroy sJeep from a believer.

Did he think the poet was mad ? Stephens's translation is only a

shade more sensible
;
and Dr. Evans alone understands his. The

rendering of these lines is typical of thewhole; obscurum per ohscurius.

I refer to it only to show that no value is to be attached to judge-
ments based on such an understanding of the poem as it reveals.

Many points of detail remain doubtful, as the notes

show; most of these difficulties wiU no doubt be solved

when the whole of the old poetry has been systematically

studied. But I think it may be claimed that the general

purport of the poem is clear throughout. In the opening

triplet tlie bard declares that he is a supporter of the

Christian cause, of which the house of Cunedda were the

guardians, as the upholders of Roman traditions. Though
Cunedda's own name is British, those of his immediate

forebears were Latin : Edern (^ternus), Padarn (Pater-

nus), Tegid (Tacitus) ;
and Peisrudd 'of the red tunic

'

the

epithet of his grandfather Padarn probably had reference,
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as Rhys suggests,' to the purple of office. Cunedda's title

of "
Gwledig

" was in full, no doubt,
"
Prydein Wledic ",

23-21, which is clearly Welsh for " Dux Britanniarum "
;

and it is doubtless in virtue of his rule being
"
recog-

nised as that of the Gwledig or perpetuator of the com-

mand of the Dux Britanniarum
"^

that he exercised his

authority as overlord of the British kings. Later,
"
Prydein

Wledic " was in turn rendered into Old English as Bì-yten-

walda, Bretwalda, etc, and ^thelstán's "Brytenwalda

ealles -Syses iglands
"

corresponds to " rector totius huius

Britanniae insulae".' Although Maelgwn, Cunedda's

great-grandson, is not, so far as we know, actually styled
"
Gwledig ", it is evident that he retained something like

his ancestor's position. Gildas, who describes him as ex-

celling the British kings not only in stature but in power,

calls him Insularis Draco, "meaning probably thereby
"

as Rhys says,
" the Dragon or Leader of the Island of

Britain.
" *

It is remarkable that in the next paragraph

Ehys, speaking of "
Maelgwn's son and successor Ehûn "

making war in the North, suggests that it was "probably

1 The Welsh People, 1900, p. 106.

2
Rhys, Celtic Britain, 1884, p. 121.

^ The Neìo Eni/lish Diotionary, s.v. Bratwalda, quoted in Welsh

People, p. 108.

* The Welsh People, p. 106. Zimmer suggests that the insnla im-

plied in insularis is Anglesey, Nenn. Vind. 101. For this vie\v the

only thing to be said is that Maelgwn is called "
Maelgwn Môn "

in

B.T. 407 and "
Maelgwn o Vôn "

41-26, though he is usually

"Maelgwn Gwynedd". On the other hand insidaris qualiíies draeo
;

and since as Zimmer himself exp]ains (p. 286 fn.) draco to the Britons

was "the symbol of the military power", insularis draco seems more

likely to be 'the dragon of the Island' than 'the insular man who is

a dragon '. In Welsh poetry yr l'nys and even Tnys (defìnite with-

out the article ]ike a proper name) is used for Britain from tlie

Ynt/s of " Armes Prydein ", B.T. 181.5, in the 9th century to the

lluoedd Ynys of Deio ap leuan Du in the 15th (F Flodeuyerdd

Neicydd, ed. W. J. Grufìydd,:i909, p. 77).
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in order to retain his father's power ", A tradition of his

wielding this power is reflected in the medieval tale of
"
Ehonabwy's Dream". In the dream Arthur is seen

receÌYÌng from the enemy a request for a six weeks' ti'uce
;

he determines to take counsel, and goes with his advisers

to the spot where a tall man with curly auburn hair sits

apart. Rhonabwy asks the meaning of this, and is tokl

that the tall man is Rhun vab Maelgwn Gwynedd, whose

privilege it is that all shall come and take counsel of him.'
" The privileged positîon held by Ehun in the story,

"
snys

Dr. Lloyd,
"
may well be an echo of a real predominance

held by him as gwledig in succession to his father." ^ But

apparently the sons of Coel, or some of them, rebelled

against him : a couplet in the Gododdin, as we have seen,

speaks of the Edyrn defending their land against the

faithless sons of Godebawc. Our poem tells us of a war

between kinsmen, the sons of Edern and the sons of Coel,

in which 22ün was slain by the Coeling-
—

i?un, who was as

generous as the hostile Gildas admits his father to have

been.^ By the death of -Run the bard laments the fall of

the court and girdle of Cunedda, the Gwledig'.

The mystification which has caused the poem to be a
"
stumbling-bloclí

"
is tlie work of the thirteenth-century

scribe, who understood the poem only a little better than

1 R. B. Mab., pp. 159-60.
2
History of Wales, pp. 167-8.

3 A reference to Rhun fighting in the North is seen in B.T. 29*17 :

" the fortification {myyedorth) of Rhun frowns {a wc) between Kaer
Rian and Kaer Riwc, between Din Eidyn and Din Eidwc "

; the second

and fourth names I cannot identify, but Kaer Rian must have been

near Loch Ryan, and Din Eidyn is Edinburgh ;
between these lay the

landof the Coeling. Inthe dictionaries wyyer/o?'íÄis givenas "funeral

pile ", which is only the usual bad guess. The meaning is clear from B.A.

8"5 :

" ashen [spears] were sowii from the fingers [lit. four divisions]
of his hand from the myyedorth of stone "; and R.B.M. SOl'lO: "the

myyedorth of the host of Gwenòoleu at Arderyb ".
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the nineteenth-century translators, and knew less of sixth-

century liistory. He transcribed the dead king's nanie

twice as "
/lun", and in one place expanded it to " Ouneja ",

thereby makinw that line two syllables too long. Now, is

it likely that the monosyllable Imn represents Cunedda ?

or that in the statement "
By the death of a; I mourn

the fall of the court and girdle of Cunedda ", x is

Cunedda himself ? Is it not obvious that the meaningr is

that by his deatli something greater than himself has

fallen— a great tradition inherited frora an illustrious

ancestor? And if there could be any doubt about the

answer to this question, it is set at rest by the fact that a

few lines earlier he is explicitly called the " Descendant of

Cunedda ", Thus, when the poem is subjected to the

criticism without which it cannot be understood at all, the
"
stumbling-block

"
is found to be a landmark. The poera

commemorates a war wliich could hardly have been fous"ht

either before or after the time of Taliesin, and laments the

fall of the power of Cunedda in the person of his descend-

ant Rhun ap Maelgwn, Taliesin's contemporary.
The upshot of our survey of the historical poems is

that, excluding allusions to mythological characters such

as Brân, they relate to persons and events of the middle

and latter part of the sixth century. Like the poems of

the bards of all ages they contain references to famous

ancestors of the persons in whose honour they are sung :

Ceneu ap Coel, the ancestor of Uryen ; Cyngen, the

ancestor of Cynan Garwyn ; Cunedda, the ancestor of

Rhün. The poet either addresses directly the princes to

whora he sings, or speaks of them as contemporaries,

living or recently deceased. He sings their praises in the

manner which we know to have been tlien customary
because it roused the ire of Gildas ; but his eulogy is not

a mere repetition of conventional phrases—it has charac-
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ter and life. He mentions many battles, souie fought in

earlier ^enerations; one or two he says lie has himself

witnessed, and the vividness of his descriptions in these

cases stamps his gweleis
' I saw '

as a true word and not a

mere figure of speech. The poems are in a variety of

metres, but there are phi'ases and turns of expression, and

a certain delight in antithesis and repetition, which are

characteristic of all, and indicate very clearly that theyare

the work of one man. He calls himself Taliessin. I sub-

mit that the reasonable conclusion is that the poems are

the work of the bard of that name, who is stated in the
" Saxon Genealogies

"
(our oldest and best authority) to

have ílourished in the time of Ida of Northumberland,

547-559, and whom "the universal Welsh tradition
"

as

Matthew Arnold sa^^s, see above p. 145 fn.,
" attaches to

the sixth century".

Let us consider for a moment the only possible alter-

native—a twelfth century origin is not a possible alterna-

tive, for the evidence is decisive that the poems were

copied from a ninth century manuscript. What does the

assumption that they are fabrications of the ninth century

imply ? It implies that there lived in Wales at that time

a man (or let us say men, if a conspiracy is more likely),

who had learnt a good deal about men and things in the

sixth centuiy, not only in Wales but in the North
;
who

liad develüped in a remarkable degree the modern histori-

cal sense of the unity of time, and avoided anachronisms,

especially references to later events
;
who was a great

realist—mixed his pronouns to produce the effect of actu-

ality, simulated emotions, drew vivid pictures of ancient

battles
;
who was a rare poet and a great master of the

Welsh language ;
and who applied his extraordinary gifts

to forge poems to attribute to Taliesin.

Thomas Stephens, who was by far the greatest critic


